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Sharpshooters Kill
Gunman; Stewardess
Hostage Is Unharmed
FRANKFURT,
Germany_
( AP) — Police sharpshooters,
firing through an airplane porthole, shot and killed a gunman
today and freed unharmed a
stewardess hostage held nearly
24 hours aboard an Air Canada
jetliner at Frankfurt airport,
police reported.
A shot was fired. Hostage
free," the spokesman said.
"Police are in the plane cabin.
Emergency ambulance standing by."
The gunman, about 50 and
described by police as showing

"strong pathological traits,"
held a pistol and a package he
claimed contained dynamite
when he took over the DC8 airliner on a Frankfurt runway
Friday afternoon.
He set a 3 p,m. — 9 a.m. EST
— deadline today for his demands, which ranged from
freeing a Czech hijacker awaiting trial for murder to the release of jailed members of the
West German Baader-Meinhof
anarchist gang.
Officials in Frankfurt, acting
with the assistance of a psychologist, implemented a plan
psychological
of
warfare.
"We're trying to wear him
out," said Frankfurt Police
Chief Knut Mueller.
The man, who described himself as a former inmate of a
Nazi concentration camp who
wants to go down in history, began his bizarre list of demands
with a call for the release of
the young Czech hijacker
awaiting trial in Weiden for the
slaying of a Czechoslovak pilot
June 8.
As an alternative, the gunman, who spoke With an East
European accent, sought the release of 20 Czechs he thought
were jailed in West Germany
on espionage charges. When
told there were not 20 such
prisoners, he said he would
settle for the liberation of any
20 convicts serving the highest
sentences in West German prisons.
Early this morning, police
said he revoked his previous
demands and called for the release of jailed members of the
Baader-Meinhof gang. The
gang is held responsible for a
series of thefts and terrorist
bombings that left four U.S.
servicemen dead and scores injured.
(Continued on Page Ten)

Over thirty local teenagers
have been named in connection
with alleged damages, to two
local motel rooms, according to
Murray City Police officials.
The rooms were reportedly
rented in the name of Mike
Coleman, Route Two, for the
purpose of holding birthday
parties, police said.
Coleman was released on $500
bond, and is to make restitution
for the damages within two
weeks, according to police.
The parties were held Wednesday at the Holiday Inn, and
Thursday at the Mid-Towner
Motel, investigators said.
Police reported that Coleman
said he and others left the
parties, and when they returritsd, the damage had been done.
Coleman was held responsible,
police said, because the room
had been rented in his name.
Damage to the Holiday Inn
was listed by the police as a hole
in the bathroom door; a hole in
a dresser drawer; pictures torn
off the walls; cigarette burn
marks on the carpet; walls
scratched and damaged; tables
and chairs turned over; and the
bathtub filled with beer cans
and whiskey bottles.
Mrs. Eska Forguson of Cadiz
Police named damage to the
Mid-Towner as burns on the Route One was hospitalized at
carpet; burns on the television; the Murray-Calloway County
a ceiling lamp broken; and Hospital on Friday after suffering injuries in the a two car
pizza all over the ceiling."
Coleman and three others, accident on Highway 94 East
appearing in court, said they near Gordon's Market.
Hospital officials said Mrs.
would collect money from the
others to pay for the damages,' Worguson sustained a fracture
of the
police said.
right knee. Danny
Forguson, also of Cadiz Route
One, was treated and released.
The two were brought to the
hospital by a Blalock-Coleman
ambulance.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The nation's traffic death toll
for the Thanksgiving Day weekend reached 312 today.
Rain, sleet and snow posed
hazards for motorists in a large
part of the midcontinent, and
showers dampened roadways in
Florida and the Pacific Northwest. Clear, dry' conditions prevailed elsewhere.
The count of traffic deaths
began at 6 p.m. local time
Wednesday and will end at
midnight Sunday.

Jackson Purchase
Cloudy with rain and periods
of sleet and snow early this
morning, changing to rain and
continuing this afternoon
through Sunday. High today in
the mid 40s. Low tonight in the
mid 30s. High Sunday in the
mid to upper 40s. Monday partly cloudy and cool.
Kentucky Extended
Outlook.. Monday
through
Wednesday
Rain ending in the Northeast
and cool Monday. Chance of
showers and continued cool
Tuesday. Clear and cold
Wednesday. Highs low to mid
40s Monday and
Tuesday'...16wering -to upper 30t
Wednesday. Lows mid 30s Mobday and Tuesday lowering to
upper 20s Wednesday.

Items Valued At
$7,400 Reported
Taken From Home
Antiques, rare coins, and jewelry valued at $7,400 were reported stolen from the home of Dr. A. H.
Kopperud,800 Main, between 7 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Friday.
Among other items reported stolen were eleven Mexican coins, valued at $500, ivory carvings
valued at $600, one emerald cut diamond ring, valued at $750, and one mink stole, valued at $650,
according to an inventory given to Murray City Police investigators.
Dr. Kopperud reported that entry to his home was apparently gained through the back porch,
where two doors were forced open.
Kopperud said that the rare coins had just been brought home Friday. He also reported having
received a "wrong number" telephone call about an hour before the apparent time of the burglary,
and felt that the call might have had something to do with the break-in.
Police said a neighbor reportedly saw a man in a late-model Lincoln backing out of the Kopperud
driveway. The neighbor could give no description of the man,but said the man put something into the
trunk before leaving.
No clues were reported by the police this morning, but Police Chief James Brown said an all-points
bulletin had been sent out on the complete inventory of items.

Honor Rolls At County Schools
Released For Six Weeks Period

PRESS ALLEY—Ledger &Times Advertising Manager, Barbara Alexander, proudly points to the
newly erected sign designating the alley adjoining the Ledger & Times building on the south as
"Press Alley." The alley was named in commemoration of the Ledger's 25th anniversary of
publication as a daily newspaper. Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis and the Murray City Council were
instrumental in proclaiming the alley "Press Alley." Roy Knight and Lee Bolen of the street
department cooperated in the manufacturing and erecting of the sign.
Staff Photo By David Hilt

Talks Continue For Sixth
Day Amid Crisis Reports
PARIS (AP) — Presidential
adviser Henry A. Kissinger and
North Vietnam's Le Duc Tho
conferred for two hours today
amid reports of a crisis in their
secret peace talks.
There was no immediate
indication that they would meet
again.
The talks continued tor uie
sixth straight day despite an
apparent Communist leak dis-

closing details of serious differences said to have arisen between the two sides.
Kissinger smiled and waved
he
as
photographers
at
emerged from the building in
suburban Choisy le Roi.
Tho, by contrast, departed
with a grim expression and ignored the newsmen and photographers gathered in the street.
Kissinger was accompanied

A dramatization of "Androcles and the Lion," one of
Aesop's fables, will play at
Murray State University Nov.
30-Dec. 1-2 as the 20th annual
Children's Theatre production.
Curtain time in the university
auditorium for each presentation of the adaptation for the
stage by playwright Aurand
Harris will be 9:30 a.m.
Directed by James I.
Schempp, assistant professor of
theatre arts, the one-act
production includes a cast of six
Murray State students, along
with a studen stage manager
and student designer.
Admission is 50 cents plus tax
per person, according to Robert
E. Johnson, chairman of
theatre arts, for tickets sold at
the door.
Noting tlfht the story has a
moral and appeal to all ages,
-Setierrippsaid the play is donein
The Youth-Counal will meet a spirited and slapstick style. It
Sunday at five p.m. to discuss is the tale of a man who pulls
the
plans_for the coming months. thorn out of a lion's
paw and

later has the lion return his
kindness by sparing his life.
Schernpp said he hopes
children and parents in the area
will take advantage of the
Saturday performance, Dec. 2.
He explained that unless
children are in a class that
attends the show on Thursday
or Friday as a group, they will
be in school and cannot see the
play except on Saturday.
One of the major productions
of the year at Murray State, the
Children's Theatre is a growing
tradition that attracts throngs
of children from West Kentucky
and surrounding areas of
nearby states each year.

Alan McCutchen
Named Director
Music, Youth
Alan McCutchen will begin
his duties as director of music
and youth at the Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th and Main
Streets, on Sunday, November
26.
McCutchen was called to this
position at the November 8th
business meeting of the church:
He has served in positions
similar to this in two churches
in Louisville.
The new director succeeds
Tommy Wilkins who has served
as music director of the church
since August 1968.
Rev. Jerrell White, pastor,
will be speaking at both the
10:50 am, and seven p.m.
services at the church on
Sunday. His children's sermon
will precede the special music
at,the morning services.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with Hayden Rickman
as director and Church Training
will be at six p.m. with Joe Pat
Futrell as director. Mason
Billington of 1515 Henry Street,
Murray, is the deacon of We

Cast members are: Grey
Hurt, Paducah sophomore;
Marcy
Maddox, Sturgis
sophomore;
Mike Stallings,
Owensboro freshman; Randy
-Hoffman; Bardwell freshman;
Randy Powell, Benton juntor';
and Jerry Abbitt,„ Murry
senior.

only by his top aide, Gen. Alexander M. Haig Jr. Tho was accompanied by the head of the
regular North Vietnamese delegation, Xuan Thuy.
The two delegations met in
the same house, four blocks
from the headquarters of the
North Vietnamese, where they
were reported to have had a
stormy one-hour session on Friday.
There was no official comment from either delegation on
a detailed report in the Washington Post claiming that the
United States had backed away
from the draft agreement concluded last month between Kissinger and Tho..
U.S. delegation spokesman
David lambertson declined all
comment on the report. Other
American sources said the report obviously was leaked by
the North Vietnamese delegation and was a, "self-serving"
version of the facts
There were widespread reports Friday that Kissinger and
Tho had run into serious difficulties after talking for a total
of more than 20 hours in what
Kissinger said would be the final secret session to clarify minor points in the agreement.
Kissinger conferred
with
French Foreign Minister Mau-

SAME.NAME
The Betty Morris fined in
Calloway County Court is not
Mrs. Ralph ( Betty ) Morris who
is a school bus driver for
Calloway County Schools,

The honor rolls for the second
six weeks at the six Calloway
County elementary schools
have been released by the
school principals and are as
follows:
ALMO
Fourth
Grade—Monica
Brown, Kenneth Burkeen,
Kenny Clark, James Eldridge,
Cornelia Jackson, Karen
McKinney, Mark Roberts,
Darvin Stom, Jimmy Edwards,
Jena Hoke, Cynthia Jones,
Kevin Jones, Tina Pritchett,
Jeffery
Ramsey, Shelia
Rutland, Sheryl Scott, Donna
Swift, Marty Wyatt.
Fifth Grade—Brigitte
Bynum, Tamara Frankhouser,
Timmy Graham, Sharon Jones,
Sherri Roberson, Ritchie Steen,
David Thorn, Karon Walker,
Sharon Walker, Lisha Bury
Michael Dillon, Timmy Feltner,
Debra
Pritchett, Jeanne
Schroader, Mark Starks,
Chandra Watkins.
Sixth
Grade —Johnna
Brandon, Charlotte Coursey, La
Don Dowdy, Renae Edwards,
Kim Starks, Terry Tucker,
Tommy Boggess,
Bonita Green, Laurie Haley,
Renee McDougal, Francie

Kirksey PTA Plans
Meeting On Tuesday
The Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association will hold its regular
meeting Tuesday, November
28, at 1:45 p.m. at the school.
Mrs. Nadine Jones' second
grade will lead the pledge to the
flag. The program will be
presented by Mrs. Jones'
second grade, Mrs. Alice
Humphries' third grade and
Mrs. Nancy Lovett's fourth
grade.
Mrs. Edward
EWillie,
president, urges all members
and interested persons to attend.
HOttesses for the social hour
will be the mothers, Rachel
Neale fourth grade, Mrs. Nancy
Lovett and Mrs. Rachel Neale,
teachers.

Outland, Teresa Steen, Billy
Vincent, Donna Walker.
Seventh Grade—Renee Bolen,
Lisa Cleaver, Luana Colson,
Rita Edwards, Mark Jones,
Irma Swift, Jerry Thweatt,
Darrell Walker,
Terry Cleaver, Tarry Feltner,
La Don Graham, Susan Imes,
Randall Starks, Keith Starks,
Tina Thompson.
Eighth Grade—Michael
Murphy, Candy Hargis, Cresti
Bucy,Renee Thompson, La Don
Roberts, Phillip Peeler Marilyn
McKenzie,
Carla Ramsey, Melissa
Schroader, Candace Ramsey,
Michael
Haley,
Regina
Hopkins, Wanda Watkins.
FAXON
Fourth Grade—Carmen

Tickets for the Miss Murray
Marcy Maddox, Sturgis
State University Scholarship sophomore; Ruth Ann Mills, •
Pageant Dec. 9 will go on sale Guston sophomore; Sandy
Monday, Nov. 27.
Smith, Princeton sophomorC
Mrs. Angela Humphrey Nancy Uzzle, Eldorado, Ill.,
Nanny, pageant chairwoman freshman; and Malissa Wilkins,
and a former Miss Murray Paducah junior.
State, said tickets may be
They
were chosen from
purchased at either of two Scott among
32
hopefuls
in
Drug locations in Murray or in preliminary judging.
the lobby of the Waterfield
Centering on a theme of
Student Union Building on the "She's A Lady," the pageant
campus.
will feature the two latest Miss
Admission prices are $5 for Kentucky winners in the enpatrons, $2.50 for adults, $1.75 tertainment lineup--Carolyn
for students, with no charge for Sue Walters, the reigning Miss
children under 12.
Kentucky, and Robbie Lynn
Scheduled for 8 p.m. Dec. 9 in Halcomb, Miss Kentucky 1971.
the university auditorium, the
Serving as mistress of
pageant will decide who wears ceremonies will be Miss Dianne
the Miss Murray State crown to West, a senior at Murray State
the Miss Kentucky Pageant who has interrupted
a
next
spring.
Twelve blossoming professional singing
semifinalists will be competing .career to complete work on her
for the honor. They are:
degree.
Linda Boyd, Murray junior;
Miss Ginna Lawrence, Benton .
Debbie Burt, Clay City, Ill., senior and the reigning Miss
junior;
Vicki
Collison, Murray State, will also be on
Washington, Ind., sophomore; hand to perform and to
Vicki
Edwards,
Benton
relinguish the crown and title.
sophomore; Philippa Glore,
The pageant will mark the
Paducah freshman; Sarah Hail, fourth year the university has
Calvert City sophomore; Dee crowned a representative in an
Henley, Louisville freshman; official preliminary to the Miss
America Pageant held each fall
in Atlantic City, N.J.

Precinct Committee
Elections Announced
Mary
Jane
Littleton,
Democratic Chairthan for
Calloway County, announced
today that the precinct
meetings to elect new precinct
committeemen, women and
youth will be held on Saturday,
December 2, 10:00 a.m., at the
polling places used
in the
voter's respective precinct in
the last Presidential Election
November -71.
At these meetings, registered
Democratic voters from each
precinct will choose their
representatives to the County
Meetings
on
Saturday,

Todd, litaaita Underhill, Karen
Tucker, Patti Ross, Eddie
'Boggess, Candy Maddox,
Aleeah, Lamb, I.esa Jones,
Marilyn Hendricks,
Lode Hale, Lisa Garland,
Brenda Edmonson, James
Duncan, Eugene Dowdy, Roger
Colson, Kathy Bynum, Karen
Byerly, Earl Brown, Tarrume
Bogard.
Fifth Grade—Anita Underhill, Sandra Thompson,
Townya
West,
Jennifer
Williams, Jamie Barnett, Gary
Emerson, Cathy Jones, Jackie
Miller,
Ron Childress, Ken Cohoon,
Don Colson, Melanie Gray,
Thomas Jones, Rose Herndon,

The new Miss Murray State
will be awarded
a $300
scholarship , a wardrobe and
other prizes. Each of the four
runnersup will receive a $75
and
Miss
December 9, to elect the new scholarshup,
County Executive Committee. Congeniality will be presented a
"Every Democrat registered trophy and a $30 cash award.
Most of the emphasis for
to vote either under the new law
or the old law as of December 2 contestants in the pageant will
has a vote in these meetings and be on talent routines, with
should attend to insure that this evening gown and swirnstiit
voice will be heard in the competition and personal inselction of County Democratic terviews also to figure in the
leadership for the next four judging.
Four Murray business firms—
years," a spokesman said. —
Queen, Captain's
Any Democratic voter who Burger
has a question about these Kitchen, Scott-Walgreen Drug
meetings should contact Mary Co., and The Cherry's—have
Jane Littleton at 753-5523 or agreed to underwrite any
State Democratic Headquarters financial deficit incurred in the
production.
in Frankfort at 875-4080.
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Editor,Copley News Service
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Swift Flight
Nostalgia trips are a part of our changing life. Rail
buffs have journeyed on steam engines' final runs,
banishing them to museums and tourists trails.
Others have ridden the paddle-wheeler's last river
voyages.
But it's startling to learn that space buffs will
gather at a vantage point near Cape Kennedy in
December to toast the departure of America's last
scheduled manned moon mission. Only yesterday, it
seems, Alan Shepard took the nation's first manned
space ride, John Glenn orbited theEarth and Neil
Armstrong took his first step for mankind.
At's difficult to realize that already there is a place
for this futuristic odyssey on the dusty shelves of
nostalgia. It proves only that more than space ships
travel swiftly. So does time.—Dallas (Tex.) Morning
News.

Ten Years Ago Today
LIWGKR & TIMIS MA

Airman First Class Forest L. Oakley and Senior
Master Sgt. Robert W. Long are among the Air
,Force personnel serving on alert duty with an Air
I Force Combat Support unit in Southeastern United
States during the Cuban alert.
The Murray Board of Education adopted a
resolution of respect for W.B. Moser, teacher and
principal of the school, who passed away recently.
Bob Thomas, Nashville florist, formerly of
Murray, will give a lecture on "The Magical World
of Christmas" for the Murray Woman's Club on
November 27.
Mrs. Sally St. John has returned home after a two
weeks visit in Colorado.

McCord of Hopkinsville, father of Albert McCord of Murray. died November 22. He was 82.
Work on the Calloway Manufacturing Company
staxt next week;- according to infErmation
.4ciar
received here.
Miss Jean Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Smith, and Keith Kennedy were married November
22.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Steele on November 19, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Eldridge on November 19, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. W.E. Dickerson on November 22, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Herndon on November 23.
•-• J:N.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
IXIXIZZ a TIMIS PILE

Registration of all 18 and 19 year old youths in the
United States for Army duty will begin December 11
and continue throughout the month.
Deaths reported are Botell Baker, age 32, Marjorie Ann Wynn, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Wynn, Thomas Leslie Smith, age 63, C.C.
Covington, age 76, and Mrs. Herman Miller.
More than 3,000 auto owners in Calloway County
have registered for "A" basic gasoline rationing
books since registration started last week.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Churchill on November 20, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Hopkins on November 29, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. O.J. Grogan on November 23, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie Parker on November 23.
Ralph Gingles of Kirksey, junior at Murray State
College and president of the Agriculture Club, has
been elected vice'president of the Youth Section of
the American Country Life Association, a national
organization.

But put yet on the Lord Jesus Christ and make not
: provision for the flesh, to fulfill the lusts thereof.—
Romans 13:14.

Great hunger for worldly possessions starves the
soul

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.

• Males stand aghast at the deep-down hatred of
men expressed by a number of the more communicati4 Women's Libbers. Biographica,
research reveals that)n some cases they had cruel
fathers who womanized or who were drunks. And so,
we male chauvinist pigs are bethg made to pay for
the sins of the fathers—the libbers' fathers.
"It is a silly goose that comes
to a fox's Sermon."
—Handbook of Proverbs

McAfee-

A CHANGING WORLD

THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Something hardly related to
wheat got this„cily boy to
thinking about wheat the
other day - and making comparisons that might be said to
be a bit on the bewildering
side.
In the mail came a letter
from Carte Blanche, the credit card outfit, and it stated, in
part: "There are some people
in this world whose credit is so
good that a long form and a
good deal of the rest of it are a
waste of everybody's time.
We believe you are such a
person."
Baloney, of course, but
pitch to issue me a credit card
- which I have had for many
years. However, this made
me think about the American
sale of wheat to Russia and
the decision to forgive the
Communists for most of the
$11.5 billion (no interest, included) they Owe us for assistance that had a major role in
saving them from conquest by
Adolf Hitler's Nazis back in
the early 1940s,
All this thinking led to some
anguish and finally to dispatching of a letter to the Veterans Administration, as follows:
"Dear Uncle Sam:
-1 owe you $1,800. I borrowed $3,000 a year ago
against my GI insurance - in
other words I borrowed my
own money. Jam paying you 5
per cent interest for borrowing my own money and I am
wondering, in the face of you
letting the Russians off the
hook for $11.5 billion if they
pay $722 million over the next
30 years at 3 per cent interest,
if you shouldn't reevaluate the
loan deal I signed with you.
"I have made nearly a 50
per cent reduction in what I
borrowed from you of my
own money) quite rapidly, I
think, and I have paid my 5
per cent interest promptly on
time. Shouldn't I get just as
good a deal as the Russians? I
was in a couple wars on your
and I've never provided
guns, planes or ammunition
for use in fighting against you
- as the Russians have in
quite a few places around the
world.
•
---4nli-Rain4 Win* nice to
former enemies - that's in
the American tradition, like
with Germany and Japan but shouldn't fellows who've
been on your side all along get
just as good a deal; And, I've
just had a pretty nice letter
from Carte Blanche which
tells me how great my credit
is.
"What I'd like to propose is
that you cut my loan interest
to 3 per cent, just like the Russians, and forgive 50 per cent
of what I owe you. That's a lot
better deal for you than the
Russians gave you.
-Please tell me what you
think about this.

experiences
and
the
fine influences.
imaginative revitalization of all
GEMINI
interests. Enjoy your day!
( May 22 to June 21)
VIRGO
Your abilities should not go
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
unnoticed now. Capitalize on
Be patient if things don't go
past experience and use only
the best of pre-tested proce- quite according to plan. An
dures. Increased prestige in- unexpected but necessary,
alteration of your program
cheated.
could prove quite beneficial in
CANCER
the long run.
(June M to July 23)
Press forward with ideas that LIBRA
/Ln
will help to advance your status (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) '—
Within
your
All
of
limitations,
of
and boost your morale.
your interests and talents course, strive to improve efforts-especially
in
ocshould be stimulated now.
cupational areas. Don't fear to
LEO
try new methods, however.
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Stellar configurations in- SCORPIO
dicate new activities, intriguing (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ine'elt
Get an early start or you may
lose time later trying to catch
up. Don't be dismayed by
eTiallefigerVhict- May come .
your way, They can prove
.highly stimulating.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You may feel somewhat
hampered now, restrained
where you would like more
freedOm. Look well before
pressing beyond certain limits,
however. Some of your goals
THANKSGIVING
may border on the unThankful, Dear Lord I am,
reasonable.
More than often I say I am.
CAPRICORN
I've never meant to be
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 V
Blind to things I plainly see,
A good day for attaining some
Nor quiet about the things to tell,
of your lofty ambitions, even
All good things! see and hear so well.
though certain projects may
I have life to feel beyond now,
seem to be stymied for the
Seldom stopping to wonder how.
moment. Press on!
There is no space between thanks and giving,
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
John Pinkerman
There is no spaCe between time and living.
Admonitions for this day:
ASNs 31051986
I'm between earth and sky, and living,
Avoid consternation and conW2119609
Combining all I know Thanksgiving.
05703684"
-Tom Perkins fusion. With much activity
indicated, these could prove
That letter could be much
obstacles to success. Emphalonger, but big offices somesize uncomplicated thinking
ATTENTION ALL POETS...or all that just love poetry. On
times don't read long letters and acting,
November 30, at 7:00 p.m. everyone interested in forming a West
and this wheat thing is a trouPISCES
blesome matter.
Kentucky Poetry Club is invited to come to Wrather Hall on
)(C
'
I'd like to make sure the VA
Murray State University Campus,The meeting will be held in Dr. (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Avoid a tendency to let others
reads my letter and gives me
I. J. Hortin's Classroom. It is easy to find on the second floor.
a deal as good as the Kremlin
Several of you have asked me to call such a meeting. Here it is; sot take over your responsibilities.
Achievement, no matter how
got, or almost as good.
come on out. You don't have to be a writer to attend.
small, can only be gained by
It all recalls what President
your oWn consistent perNixon said in his 1968 camformance.
paign for president. In disTHE MASTERS' ROSE
cussing the issues, his position
Floral fragrance fills the air,
paper on the Soviet Union
Flowery words just can't compare
YOU BORN TODAY are
said,
"We must always reremove
the
gloom.
Painted roses
endowed with a charming
member that our goal is difFrom a drakened lonely room.
personality and a subtle but
ferent from theirs; we seek
But artist.. I'm sure you won't mind.
keen wit. Though you make
peace as an end in itself, they
They don't compare with the real live kind.
friends easily, you are not as
seek victory with peace being
Paint them...yellow, pink, white or red.
outgoing as most Mitives of
at this time a means toward
Sagittarius, are inclined rather
You'll find them all just as I said.
that end.
to introspection and to -living in
Uncomparable to those of the Masters hand
-There has been no change
a dream world"-where your
Growing the roses in fertileSoil and sand.
of the basic Soviet principle
imagination
takes
hold
and
-Bea Smith
that was Communist doctrine
expresses itself in delightful
50 years ago and is Commufantasies.
FRIENDSHIP
-;•1
Lang..I0j
It's the hand we clasp with an honest grip.
That gives us the hardest thrill.
4111•1•1
1411
r
Its the good We pour into others lives,
Open 6:30 - Start TOO
7t
ea5a.That comes back our own to fill.
It's the drugs we drain from another cup,
TONITE thru SUN.
That makes our.own seem sweet;
Academy Award Winner
And the hand we give to anothers needs,
That makes our life complete.
Friendship is a chain of God.
In God's all perfect mood,
When good friends walk beside you,
It's worth much more than gold.
I hope when shadows deepen, -- Plus
And my barge puts out to sea;
I'll be guided by God's loving hand,
Where good friends will welcome me.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some reviewing needed now.
Certain obstacles in your path
will call for either more concentrated effort or a complete
revision of plan, if they are to be
overcome.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
You should accomplish a
great deal now-especially if
you are engaged in creative
pursuits, as so many Taureaas
are. All, however, should
benefit in some way by day's

nP
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Gene Hackman in
"THE FRENCH CONNECTION" Ri
-James Coburn in "HARD CONTACT"

—Walda Mae Beane

1.11.11-0rEflfrfrl. 5!.1 0,73

rest doctrine today - that the
Communist system should be
expanded throughout the
world."
The wheat deal is a gesture
of compassion, and perhaps
the forgiveness of the lendlease bill is, too. But, the
question lingers - is the cost
excessive to Americans? Already, it appears,some of our
wheat got diverted from Soviet ports to the leftist government of Chile.
Also, although the $1 billion
in wheat presumably was
"sold" to Russia, the fine
print seems to indicate that
the private grain dealers,
even the ones not in on the
sale ahead of time, got 33.4
cents per bushel in American
tax funds as an export subsidy. This means that although
we "sold" the wheat, we actually chipped in about 15 per
cent of the cost in U.S. tax
funds to help the Russians buy
it.
Now, I see where Russia is
negotiating to buy grain from
West Germany. It will be interesting to see if Willy
Brandt makes as good -or as
bad - a deal as did the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
And, I think -what with the
AAAAAAAA credit rating
Carte Blanche gave me that I ought to get some kind
of a "Russian" deal from the
Veterans Administration.

Cure Guaranteed'
Gerald was a born skeptic.
When a doctor suggested surgery
for the stiffness in his left arm,
Gerald demanded a flat guarantee
of good results. The doctor, confident of success, gave the guarantee.
But the operation, through no one's fault, turned out to be a
failure. Gerald duly. sued the
doctor on grounds of "breach of
contract." And, e‘en though the
doctor had done nothing %%rook!
medicalh, the court ruled that
Gerald had a good case.
A doctor, like an engineer or
carpenter, can Take a legalh
binding guarantee if he is so in,
dined.

NEW SAIL/NG CENTER
CHICAGO (AP) - The U.S.
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
Md., is the site for a new sailing
center with docks and anchorage being built in memory
of the late Capt. Robert crown,
U.S. Naval Reserve.
The gift to the academy is by
the Henry Crown family.
The $700,000 two-story center
is located along the Severn River-Chesapeake Bay sailing
area. It will house the intercollegiate Sailing Hall of Fame
trophies and memorabilia from
famous U.S. Navy sailing ships.
It is scheduled for completion
in July 1973.
Capt. Crown served with the
Navy in the Pacific, Philippine
and American theaters from
1942 to 1946. At his death July 6,
1969, he commanded an organized reserve training unit at
Greal Lakes Training Center,
Great Lakes. III.

Nevertheless, since medicine is
not an exact science, this seldom
happens. Courts point out that
doctors often do—and should—
give "therapeutic reassurance" to
their patients without intending
to make a positive guarantee.
"The doctor's reassurance that
his patient will be all right," said
one court, "must4tiot be converted into a binding promise by
the disappointed or the quarrelsome."
In another case, a doctor remarked to his patient that a certain treatment would "make a
new man out of you." When the
treatment was tried with less than
complete success, this patient too
claimed damages for breach of
contract.
But the court found no basis
for liability. The judge said no
reasonable patient would read
into the doctor's comment a positive assurance that he would indeed become a new man.
A special problem has arisen
in connection with sterilization
procedures that fail to prevent
the later conception and birth of
a child. Even assuming that the
doctor has given a firm guarantee, has the patient actually suffered any harm by having a baby?
Some courts have simply recoiled at the idea that a baby is
a liability—at least, if mother and
child are healthy. Denying one
such claim, a judge said:
"The cost was outweighed by
the blessing."
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Miss
Constance
Marie
McAfee and William Clayton
Nall, III were married in an
impressive candlelight rites
solemnized Saturday,
November eleventh, at half
after five o'clock at the First
United Methodist church,
Hopkinsville, with the pastor,
Rev. Kermit E. Flener, officiating.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Loran McAfee, of
Madisonville, and the groom is
the soriof.Mr_and Mrs. William
Clayton Nall, Jr. of Murray.
A program of nuptial music,
including the traditional
processional and recessional
marches was given by Mrs.
Richard Farrell, organist of
Murray.
The church altar featured
twin arrangements of white
mums, gladioli and stock in
large urns, accented with three
lighted bridal tapers, in
pyramid effect. These were
against a background of five
and nine branched candlelabras
entwined with garlands of
Southern Smilax. The prie dieu
was covered in white satin and
the Unity candlelight rites were
used. Family pews were
marked with lighted tapers in
hurricane lamps accented with
stephanotis, ivy clusters and
white satin ribbons.
Bride's Dress
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a floorlength Angelo original gown of
candlelight-ivory peau de soie,
fashioned to feature a fitted
bodice of Alencon lace and a
bfasiffant skirt terminating into
a chapel-length train. The
bodice of Alencon lace and a
bouffant skirt terminating into
a chapel-length train. The
bodice was re-embroidered in
seed pearls and the sleeves
closed with tiny covered buttons. She wore a three-tiered
chapel length veil of imported
silk illusion and her flowers
were white roses and gypsophila, encircling a white
orchid.
Miss Deborah K. Tanner,
Jeffersonville, Ind., was
of honor. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Rodney McAfee and Mrs.
Kenney McAfee, sisters-in-law
of the bride, and Miss Connie
Moss of Hopkinsville. They
wore identical tailored floorlength gowns of mimosa green
crepe and pale yellow chiffon
with Juliet veils of illusion and
carried nosegay bouquets of
daisy mums and gypsophila,
each centered by a lighted
bridal taper.
Dennis Corwin Nall attended
heat. zjarj.
brother-.
Groomsmen were Billy Joe
Hodge of Columbia, South
Carolina, Josiah Ryland,
III, Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, Don Faughn, Murray.
Eddie Bruce Young, Murray,
and Kenneth Stout, Calvet L
City, served as ushers and
acolytes. The groom had a
white rose from the bride's
bouquet pinned to his lapel.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs.
McAfee, parents of the bride
were hosts at the reception held
in the private dining room of the
Civic Center, Hopkinsville.

silver candlelabras entwined
with ivy and smilax.
Mrs. Josiah Ryland of Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,.
Mrs. John 0. Pasco, Jr., and
Mrs. John 0. Pasco, Sr. of
Murray and Mrs. Edwin Allen
Morris, of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
both aunts of the groom,
assisted.
Mrs. McAfee, mother of the
bride, wore a champagne gold
silk shantung after-five suit and
Mrs. Nall, mother of the groom,
received in a turquoise blue
chiffon gown with details of
accordian pleating with a small
feathered wisp on her head to
match. Both-mothers wore
corsages of orchids.
Mrs. D.M. Corwin, grandmother of the groom, wore a
bluebonne knit, with a small
matching feathered hat. Mrs.
Noah Hunley, grandmother of
the bride, chose a street length
pink knit. Both grandmothers
wore corsages of white daisy
mums and Bells of Ireland.
The bride is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Otis McAfee of Jeffersonville, Indiana, Mrs. Noah
Hunley and the Late Mr. Hunley
of Louisville. She is a graduate
of Christian County High School
in Hopkinsville, attended
Western Kentucky University,
has been a stewardess with
American Airlines, and plans to
returnao the University to finish
the requirements for her R.N.
degree.
Mr. Nall is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Dennnis M.
Corwin of Murray, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. William Clayton
Nall, Sr. of Clinton. He is a
graduate of Murray High School
and attained his B.S. degree
from Murray State University
in Business Administration. He
is an active alumni of Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity.
Following a week in New
Orleans, La., the couple will
reside in Madisonville, where
Mr. Nall has recently been
employed as Manager of
LEVCO Automobile Leasing,

A PEA.40/f.4eA
My les Dale Barnett of
Murray Route One was
discharged November 17 from'
the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
Mrs. Travis Cauley of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

Path McIntosh Is
Elected Wriiident
Of Murray 4-H Club

The 4-H Club of
Murray
Middle School from 5th grade
held its first meeting at the
home of Mrs. Calvin Morris on
Thursday November 9.
Present were Kay Adams,
Jan Dyer, Cindy Hurt, Patti
McIntosh, Julie Miller, Mary
Morris, Kim Moseley, Lynn
Puckett, Barbara Roberts,
Jennie Smith and Ronday
Windsor.
Officers elected
were:
President, Patti McIntosh, vice
br.ide's
table
The
overlaid in a
president
Kim
Moseley,
lace and embroidered cloth,
secretary -Treasurer, Mary
was centered with the threeMorris.
tiered wedding cake, decorated
The club meets the
2nd
with - white rosebuds with pale
Thursday, of the month, Pergreen leaves and topped with a
sons interested in being
a
small corsage which matched
member of a 4-H club call the
the bride's bouquet. At either
Extension Service Office 753side white tapers burned in
1452.

M—NIGHT MEETING
November 27th - 7 p.m.
at the BR1ENSBURG BAPTIST CHURCH

21S)

Bro. Harold Cathy, pastor of East Baptist Church in
Paducah, will bring the Message.
There will be special Music from the Briensburg Choir and
others.
Everyone is welcome and urged to attend this important
meeting of the Blood River Baptist Training Union.
Cletus W. McDougal, director.
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Saturday, November 25
All Girl Scouts and Brownies
of Murray and Calloway County
are asked to meet at 3:30 pin.
on the north side of the Court
House to sing for the special
Christmas
parade
and
program.

vf

Ellis Drive will be open at ten
a.m,for activities by the Senior
Citizens of Murray and
Calloway County.
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Smoking continues at Ellis
Community Center at 7:30 phi

Sunday, November 26
Singers from Clarksville,
Tenn., and Princeton will
present a program at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church,
Hazel, at 7:30 p.m. The public is
invited.

The Acteens, ages 12 to 17, of
the First Baptist Church will
hear a book study by Mrs. Inez
Claxton at her apartment at
Ordway Hall, MSU, from six to
eight p.m.

ive-liay Plan to Stop
Smoking will be open at the
Ellis Community Center at 7:30
p.m.

Elizabeth Newnaru, mezzc,.
soprano, will present her
faculty recital at the Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, MSU,at eight p.m.

Senior Art Exhibit of Lynn
Monday, November 27
The Theta Department of the Bruna, Frankfort, will open at
Murray Woman's Club will the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Mr. and Mrs. William Clayton Nall III
meet at the club house at 7:30 Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
November 4 by Mesdames bronze lanterns holding green recipients of a golden St. p.m. with Mesdames
Ray
The following hostesses
Charles Clark, James Rudy lighted candles circled by Christopher Medallion hanging Brownfield, Neil C. Brown,
presented Miss McAfee with a
Allbritten, C.C. Lowry, M.C. autumn leaves and gold and from a golden cord which
Wednesday, November 29
had Homer Miller, and Richard
lovely
piece of silver: Ellis
Student recital of James
and Harold Glenn Doran. white baby mums. A toast to the been personally blessed by
Beam
as
hostesses.
His
Mesdames Walter Blackburn,
Goss, tuba, Fulton, N.Y.. will be
The serving table and guests' couple was first offered by Holiness, Pope Paul VI at
The
Helen Bennett, Max Carman,
The Creative Arts Depart- at 8:30 p.m. in the Recital Hall,
table were festive in red and Dennis C. Nall, brother and best Holy See, Vatican City,
in
Raymond Carter, N.B. Ellis- white
checked tablecloths and man. Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Rome,Italy, and brought to the ment of the Murray Woman's Fine Arts Center Annex, MSU.
Osceola, Ark., Richard Farrell,
matching napkins. The serving Corwin and Mrs. Noah Hunley, couple by Mr. and Mrs. James Club will meet at the club house
Dan Hutson, William Nash.
A film will be shown at the
dishes were of copper and brass grandparents, were also in C. Williams of Murray. Mr. Nall at 9:30 a.m. with Mesdames
Frances Richey, Elizabeth
Ben Trevathan, K.T. Crawford, Douglas Center at one p.m. for
with the centerpieces used on attendance.
wore
this
medallion
for
the
Thomason, Albert Tracy and
E.J. Haverstock, Henry Holton, senior citizens of Murray and
both tables were tiny, daisy
The bridal couple were occasion of his marriage.
Bedford Wilson. The hostesses
and Hunter Love as hostesses. Calloway County.
white mums with red and white
also presented corsages, that
checked ribbon entwined
Dr. Charles Clark will speak
were miniatures of the cenThe
Kentucky
Nurses
throughout the bouquets which
at the monthly Community
terpiece, to Miss McAfee, Mrs.
Asseciat on District 13 will have
were arranged in white ironEducational program at the
McAfee, Mrs. Nall, Mrs. Cora dinner meeting at the Black
stone coffee, tea pots, and
Murray-Calloway County
win, grandmother of the groom,
Lantern Restaurant, Mayfield,
demitasse cups. Corsages
Hospital conference room at
at 6:30 p.m. Each member is
and Mrs. John 0. Pasco, aunt of
matching the centerpieces were
7:30 p.m. All community nurses
urged to attend and bring a new
the groom.
presented to Miss McAfee,Mrs.
are invited to attend.
or.prospective member.
A dinner party held at the
McAfee, Mrs. Nall, and Mrs.
home of Mrs. Albert Tracy was
Corwin. The hostesses also
Five-Day Plan to Stop
Five-Day Plan to Stop
given on November 3. The
presented Miss McAfee with a
Smoking will be at the Ellis Smoking continues at Ellis
tables were overlaid with white
place setting of her sterling.
Community Center at 7:30 p.m. Community Center at 7:30 p.m.
cloths and centered with white
Mrs. Oren Hull, cousin of the
This is the last night to register.
candles in single, silver candle
groom, opened her lovely new
Foreign Missions Banquet
holders.
The
hostesses home
with Mrs. William Barker
be held at the First Baptist
will
presented the couple with
Murray
Quota
The
Club will
as co-hostess to an informal
Church
at 5:45 p.m.
several pieces of their pottery
meet at the Triangle Inn at 12
coke party on the late afternoon
who were Mesdames George
noon.
of November 4. Her dining table
Hodge, Philip Mitchell, Joe
The Rangeretts will meet at
was overlaid with a beauitful
Thursday, November 30
Nell Rayburn and Tracy.
the WOW Hall at 6:30 p.m.
gold cloth edged deeply in
Senior Citizens of Murray and
A breakfast was hosted at the matching gold lace. The cenDecoupage lessons for senior
Calloway County will have their
By Abigail Van Buren
Murray Women's Club House on terpiece was autumn floWeri
citizens will be at St. John's
business meet at the ComCenter from one to three p.m.
from her garden with gold
munity Center on Ellis Drive
DEAR ABBY - I am 18 and am engaged to a wonderful
tapers burning in brass candle
which will open at ten a.m. for
Tuesday, November 28
man aged 21 I love him very much and we want to get
holders.
The
hostesses
The Community Center on the regular activities.
married, but there is something holding us beck My mothpresented Miss McAfee with a
er.
piece of her sterling. They also
She lost dad four years ago and has been very lonely
presented corsages which
ever since Out of five brothers and sisters I am the only
matched the centerpiece to
one left at home and the last thing I want to do is desert
Miss McAfee, Mrs. McAfee,
my mother. She is only 49, and very attractive. She has
Mrs. Nall and Mrs. Corwin,
Miss Marilyn Mason Yartried joining clubs and making friends, but she soon loses
grandmother of the groom.
brough, December 29th brideinterest, and the only person she really enjoys being with is
A couples dinner party was
elect of Robert Earl Davis, was
me.
held
the
at
home of Mr. and
complimented
with
a
Mother wants us to live with her after we are married,
Mrs. John 0. Pasco, Sr. with
miscellaneous shower held at
but my fiance is against it.
Mr.
Pasco,
and
John
Jr.,
Mrs.
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
I don't want to spend the rest of my life as a bitter
associate hosts, on the evening
Gilliam, Route Seven, Murray.
spinster, living alone with my mother, but I don't want to
November 4. Each table was
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
The hostesses for the occasion of
leave her alone and miserable either
centered with fall flowers on
I have to make a choice, or just kill myself and leave
were Mrs. Mae Cook and Mrs.
white, cloths. The serving table
the burden behind What should I do' MARRIAGE OR MOM
Gilliam.
was overlaid with an ecru, cutMiss Yarbrough was lovely in
DEAR M. OR M.: If you are seriously considering
•
a neatly tailored pant suit, and work tablecloth made by Mrs.
"killing yourself," that is the poorest solution of all, becenterpiece
Nall,
The
Sr.
of
was
she wore corsage of white
cause you'd be "deserting" your mother, which is what you
daisies, a gift of the hostesses. fall flowers in a silver bowl,
say you want to avoid.
flanked
of
by
pair
threea
After games were played, the
A mature decision would be to marry and let year
bride-elect opened her lovely tiered, cyrstal candle holders
mother make a ille of her own. III she's 49 and attractive,
accented with white tapers. The
gifts and passed them around
she should have little trouble. I If you honestly can't stake a
hostesses presented the couple
for display.
decision, I suggest you postpone marriage until you are
lovely
with
kitchen
appliance.
a
The guests were invited to the
sure. You're not ready for it.
Mr.
McAfee
Mrs.
and
the
spent
dining room, where punch,
cake, minuts, and nuts were week-end in Murray to attend
DEAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old girl, My problem is
erved from a beautifully the pre-nuptial parties.
my mother. She won't accept the fact that I am smalldecorated table.
The rehearsal dinner, at
busted. When mom was my age she was very big. She still
Fourteen persons were which Mr. and Mrs. Nall,
is She even took me to a doctor to find out what was
present or sent gifts.
parents of the groom were
wrong with me. The doctor said, "Nothing, some girls just
Company
hosts, was held at the Holiday
mature faster than others, and your daughter happens to be
slower than some."
Inn in Hopkinsville. The UIt never bothered me much, Abby, but it is killing my
shaped table was overlaid with
mother She tried to talk me into getting a padded bra, but
white linen cloths, napkin
I told her I didn't want one because everybody would know
holders were green velvet
Hours:
* Growing To Serve You
I couldn't get that big overnight.
ribbon entwined with minature
Mon. thr
Last Friday just before I went to a party my mother
silver wedding bells, which
* Free Landscape Design
stuffed a lot of tissue in my bra to hide my "handicap," as
Sat. 85
matched the individual place
Fctimate
she calls it. I felt so foolish, I took it all out soon as I got
cars. The centerpieces were
Sunday
there.
The Murray Vocational
How can I get my mom to leave me alone? Maybe
1-5
Center Chapter of the Future
being big-busted was important in her day, but it doesn't
Business Leaders of America
mean all that much now.
Dwarf & Standard
SMALL, BUT SATISFIED
held its third monthly meeting
of the afternoon session
DEAR SMALL: Regardless of your measurements, in
•Apple •Peach
one respect you are more "mature" than your mother. Stay
Tuesday, November 14, at the
with your values. hooey. They're sound.
•Cherry •Pear
Murray Vocationa School with
Coleen Cavanaugh, president,
The morning session of the
•Plum •Nectarine
presiding.
DEAR ABBY: We have friends whom we don't wish to
Murray
Vocational Center
The sponsors are Mrs. Chapter of the Future Business
alienate, but we desperately need some relief from their
daily (or perhaps I should say "nightly"1 house-hopping.
Martha Crawford and Mrs. Leaders of America held its
They eat supper at 6 p. m. or so, and they then stroll
Brenda C. Nix. The officers for third monthly meeting at the
around the neighborhood, dropping in.
the afternoon session are: school on Tuesday, November
•Concord •Niagara *Fredonia 'Catawba
They just open the door and walk in during supper,
President, Coleen Cavanaugh; 14, with Donna Robinson,
family quarrels, disciplining of children, financial discusvice president, Sandra Sim- president, presiding.
sions or husband and wife making yip moments.
mons; secretary, Connie
Sponsors are Mrs. Martha
No one on this street has any privacy. How can we get
Witherington; treasurer, Crawford and Mrs. Brenda Nix.
40 Varieties To CHOOSE From
across to them that after-dinner guests should be invited,
Sherry Nolin; Reporter, Patty
The officers for the morning
without
hurting
their
feelings?
FRUSTRATED
Cooper; historian, Anita But- sessions are: President. Donna
Approximately 30 Days Left to
terowrth; assistant, Teri Robinson; vice president, Cindy
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Apparently you leave your
Stevenson.
Harrell; secretary, Ann Carter;
doors open—which Is your first mistake. When people drop
•Tulips •Crocus •Hyacinths
The minutes were read by treasurer, Mary Kay Oakley;
In, uninvited at an inconvenient time, if you aren't brave
Connie Witherington, secretary. reporter, Hazel
Carson;
enough to tell them that you are BUSY, and to please call
•Narcissus •Daffodil •Allium
The treasurer's report was historian, Marilyn Thomas;
first next time, then you deserve to be frustrated.
given by Sherry Nolin. Evie assistant, Barbara Sledd.
Erwin gave the devotion.
Nineteen members answered
CONFIDENTIAL TO "LEFT OUT" IN HARTFORD:
The report for the Bake Sale the roll call. Ann Carter,
Nearly a hundred years ago Edwin Markman wrote: "He
which was held October 28, in secretary, read the minutes of
drew a circle that shut me out—heretic, rebel, a thing to
Large Plants
front of Roses was given by the the last meeting. Mary Kay
flout. But love and i had the wit to win: We drew a circle
secretary: The project of Oakley read the treasurer's
that took him in." You, too. can "draw a circle." It's worth
•Bougainvillea •Dracina
making turkeys for the Fern report.
trying.
Terrace Nursing Home was
The report for the Bake Sale
Marginatta •Rubber Plant
Problems Trust Abby. For a persaaal reply, write to
discussed along with the project held in front of Roses on OcABBY. BOX 0700, L. A., CAUF. ION and enclose a
of making a Driver's Education tober 28 was given by the
stamped, addressed envelope.
Book for the High Schools.
secretary. Driver's Education
•Norfolk Island Pine •Dwarf Gardinia
Special entertainment was by Book and the making of turkeys
For Abby's booklet, "Hew to Have • Lovely Wedding,"
Coleen Cavanaugh and Connie for the Fern Terrace Nursing
send ti to Abby, Boa MM. Las Angeles, Cal. MN.
• • • • • • • •
Witherington.
Home were discussed.
(Wilson Woolley Photo
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Lead your own life
and let mom lead hers

Marilyn Yarbrough
Honored At Shower
At Gilliam Home

SCOTT DRUG

WILL r CsniiteSUNDAYBOPi

for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

ge

as

Phone
753-578

Murray
Nursery

Coleen Cavanaugh
President Chapter
Afternoon Session

Fruit Trees

Donna Robinson
Presides At Meet
Held At School

Grape Vines

FALL BULBS

Plant/

gird 1
ORSINI'S

Viz CililDRENS
MATiNEES

It Sun.
ii 3:00
ats 75'

Corp. Prior to this position, Mr.
Nall has been employed with
the Kentucky Park System, at
Kenlake State Resort Park and
more recently at Lake Barkley
State Resort Park.
Prenuptial Courtesies
Among pre-nuptial courtesies
honoring the couple have been:
A tea in the Red Room of the
Holiday Inn in Murray, held on
Sunday afternoon, October 29.
The tea table was overlaid with
a lovely, handmade cut-work
and embroidered cloth. Six
lighted—tapers in silver can,
dlelabras flanked the centerpiece of white daisy mums,
Bells of Ireland and baby's
register's
The
breath.
table was overlaid with a white,
all-over embroidered cloth with
a single white rose bud and fern
in a silver bud vase. Miss
McAfee chose from her
trousseau a green and white
party knit.

gnierilai°121
*
WaSNIFF

INDOOR PLANTS

4
•
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Goose Hunt
out too,
Steve had knocked one
The roar of the Remington
the sky
By Jerry Allen over
g
glidin
but he was
The outline of the tall cypress
um set the goose folding busters and they got him again
magn
swamp was beginning to and he fell for the earth as he just before he hit the ground.
goose,
become visable as the first rays left the flock.
Steve took off for his
long
of light seeped over the nearby
As he fell from my sight but he soon returned with a
-..hardwoodAree beside which
pulled--out on Another, face,the- sky'-baste hattclaimell
him
was a flooded field of newly
but when I started to pull the his goose and wouldn't let
harvested soybeans where the trigger, Steve dropped the have it back.
big Canadas had been using the goose with his baby magnum
After such a note as this Steve
day before.
the geese scrambled for the and I just couldn't take any
and
My thirteen year old partner, wide open spaces as they more,so we promptly picked up
Steve McClanahan was plenty reached maximum gun range. our four dozen goose decoys
tuckered out from assisting me
Collecting our geese took only and began the long haul to the
in shoveling out a knee deep pit a minute but we had to finish off car.
pand building around it with
Steve was a little dissa
a crippled that had fallen to our
chicken wire and natural grass right. Upon returning to the pointed, as I was, of a goose
of the area. But we had to make
blind I found that the goose I'd hunt that he'll never forget.
sure our blind blended and we shot had suddenly come to life
had to be sure that it stuck up and was flogging, bitting and
not over 30 inches over all trying to escape. He finally did
because then the wary honkers flop out of my grasp and began
would sly away from it.
flying off.
We had brought with us four
I quickly slapped a shell in my
s
dozen full body goose decoy
and just before he flew out
gun
and had placed them all around of range I dropped him cold.
the blind making sure they
"That goose sure was an old
faced into the wind.
one," Steve said.
tough
The early morning air was
" I replied." Let's climb
"Yes,
extremely warm for this time of back in our blind, I think I hear
year, so comfort wasn't a some geese."
problem; however, the deep
I sure did. It wasn't but a few
river bottom gumbo mud pulled seconds until they came into
at our boots to the extent that at view. The long vee of Canadas
on the first day of the season. November 11.
Mrs. Dale (Jennifer i Spencer killed this six point buck
Mrs.
times we thought we'd loose began moving out over the
ed.
dress
field
s
pound
125
south of Lynnville. The white tailed deer weighed
had
them.
she
time
first
the
was
refuge and headed for the River
ester rifle. This
Spencer got the deer on the first shot from her 243 Winch
Just as the misty light of but they were greeted in one of
ng for about
hunti
been
had
nd
husba
her
and
she
after
deer
eyer hunted in her life and she got the
Tappan Company,
dawn took over we began to the fields with a few loads ,pf
husband, employed at the Murray Division of the
thirty minutes. Mrs. Spencer's
Mrs.
and
hear ducks from the nearby buckshot.
Mr.
of
ter
daugh
year. Mrs. Spencer,
started teaching her to shoot in September of this
of
e pass overhead.
ter
refug
daugh
We could see that two geese
onument Works. She is the grand
James Smothers, works for her father at Calloway"M
"There must be a million up had fallen to the big guns of the
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Horn.
there" Steve said.
waterfowlers but the rest of the
"Sw00000ush." About 40 big flock was now heading toward
fat mallards passed in us. We weren't sure we'd get a
overhead, wings cupped and shot since two different sets of
sailed into the flooded soybeans hunters had moved in with in
nearby. It wasn't long til they 100 yards on each side of us and
had been joined by numerous set up.
other ducks. The sound of
What poor sportsmanship, I
roaring wings swooping low thought. But it takes all kinds to
overhead was enough to stir any make a world, so we had to
the deer he took last week.
duck hunters blood and I was no make the best of it. The geese
Steve Knight is shown here with
exception.
eased
we
As
ing.
comm
kept
But darn it, duck season was down in the blind the geese
we
so
,
away
weeks
few
still a
began calling, and I answered.
gloated as we watched the
But so did the other so-called
mallards leap frog all over the goose hunters that had moved in
field, some comming within 20 on us. But since the geese hadn't
1. For close-rangehunting in
feet of the blind before seeing us been shot at, they kept coming
thick timber, some' hunters
and blasting stright up into the with set wings for our decoys.
prefer an open sight tristead of a
air.
the
. This can be helpful for
over
g
scope
swun
they
as
Just
As the ducks roared away I fence row behind us, they got
quick, cltse shots.
ng
maki
felt a feeling of excitement blasted.
game can be dangerous
Big
2.
tingle through my bones for I
when it appears quite dead.
Not a feather fell as the geese
e
had
knew it wouldn't be long befor
they
where
to
d
Antlers and hooves have been
back
heade
those ole honkers . would be begun their w\orning flights.
known to fly even when the eyes
comming.
are glassy. It is best to ap-Looks like we're gonna have
They'd been comming in this to shoot the rest of them high or
proach fallen game from the
at exactly 6:30 every we. wonlget another .shot," I
very spot
_rear, watching for signs of life
.
morning-M.1M
and readrio—aNia tgairr.—it
said.
said.
and hadn't been shot at, so I
Steve
,—
ready
I'm
good finishing shot is one placed
-OK,
knew they'd be back.
them g2Pd."
through the spinal cord in the
bust
l
"We'l
I heard them, their
Then
geese
of
v&1
long
lower neck; this is quick and
er
week.
Anoth
Campbell this
Mark Bucy killed this eight-point. 145-pound buck at Fort
sounds rising and falling in the began moving out over the area
will not damage a trophy or
crisp morning air. Then faintly, and swumg over the long open
waste large edible portions.
I could see an outline that was in field in front of us and began the
3. Deer hunting from a stand
the form of a definate Vee of long 400 yard glide to the decoys
most effective from dawn to
is
Six, took this 140-1b. eight-point
geese; the big Canadas were on with landing gear in place, set
rning. Good stands are
midmo
Jerry "Red" Overby, Route
cky Lake on the opening day
Kentu
their way.
on
h
Churc
the edges of apple orng.
a
landi
Oak
along
for
buck near Lone
"Here they come," I told
chards, near cedars, pines, firs,
From behind us in the fence of the season.
Steve.
row came the loudest, longest,
hemlocks, sumac or good falls
"Ease down in the blind and lousiest sound from a goose call
of acorns-ornear a well-used
don't move a muscle." Steve I'd ever heard. Evidently the
deer run that is easils.
was ready to oblige.
held true for the incoming
same
recognizable front the tracks.
The big honkers kept on geese, . they veered off the
Position yourself a little
cornming. Closer-closer. Now swung high over us.
distance from the run id' that
they were directly out in front of
"It will be a long hot," I told
you'll be able to see the deer in
us about 200 yards. Then as an Steve. "But lets try it." They'll
enough time to get a broadside
ole honker cut loose with a feed get blasted anyway once they
As A VISITOR TO THE PUBUC LANOS
shot.
I PtEDGE TO
call, I raised the homemade pass that fence row where those
4. Another good location for a
let
UTTER
and
OF
lips
FREE
AND
my
•KEEP THE LAND CLEAN
goose call to
up."
set
are
rs
buste
sky
deer stand is wherever saplings
loose with a series of feed calls
• RESPECT AND TREAT THE LAND AS MY OWN
as the geese swung around
So
show signs of buck rubs-scars
as the big ganders worked their and over us about seventy
• LEAVE GATES AND FENCES AS I FIND THEM
marking places where deer
way in toward us with their yards,.we Were up and pumping
• OUT STATE GAME AND FISH LAWS
have polished their,antlers. Try
wing set for the decoys.
• BE CAREFUL WITH FIRE
lead at the big honkers as they
to be positioned higher than
"Don't look up,- I Whispered scrambled for the open sky. On
where the deer will be, for deer
to Steve as the honkers kept my last shot a big honker set in
US D(PAPT•MOT.Of THE INT111011
m look for danger from
seldo
gliding for the decoys. .
glided to the middle of the
and
.
above
"Now," I yelled, as I pulled field and hit stone dead.
buck in the Land Between the Lakes. The buck field
Ken Miller. Route Two, took this eight-point
U) on the lead goose.
dressed at 129 pounds.
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SPECIALIZING IN BASS
Rt. 6. Irvin ('obb Rd.
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Phone (502) 753-8073

PHONE 113-1172

FOR THE ALL AROUND
SPORTSMAN

SERVICE IS OUR
"PROMPT, EFFICIENT
MAJOR BUSINESS"

Ja• ck Jones-owner

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn.,

Phone 901-247-3315

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!

Located W Railroad Avenue
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130-11
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Boston Celtics Rout New York
114-97 In NBA Action Friday
BOSTON (AP )
New York
Knicks Coach Red Holtzman
wasn't very happy after his
team was beaten by the Boston
Celtics 114-97 Friday night, but
he wasn't about to throw in the
towel, either.
can't -worry A-- night,'
Holzman said, thinking ahead
to tonight's rematch between
the National Basketball Association Atlantic Division powers
in New York.
"I'm going home and have a
drink. Of course, I may beat
my wife and I may kick the
dog, which would be a good
trick because we don't have a
dog. I could kick a neighbor's
dog—but the last time he bit
me."
The Celtics out-rebounded the
Knicks 51-47 and hit on 46 of 94
floor shots in hiking their
record to 17-2. New York is
runnerup to Boston in the Atlantic Division with a 17-4
mark. The Knicks shot only 38
per cent, hitting on 35 of. 92
field goal attempts.
In other NBA games, Chicago
nipped Golden State 100-96, Milwaukee topped Kansas CityOmaha 115-106, Buffalo beat
Philadelphia 105-96 and Los Angeles whipped Detroit 140-123.
In the American Basketball

Association, It was New York
109, Utah 102; Carolina 119,
Memphis 105; Indiana 109, Kentucky 99, and Denver 130, San
Diego 111.
Chet Walker provided the
spark Chicago needed to top
Golden State. The veteran-forward scored 35 points, seven of
them in the closing minutes—
including a clutch basket with
35 seconds remaining to play to
put the game out of reach.
Rick Barry was high man for
the Warriors with 22 points.
Three baskets by Bob Dandridge down the stretch, plus
three-point plays by Oscar Robertson and Curtis Perry,
pushed the Bucks past Kansas
City-Omaha. The Kings had
drawn to within 04-93 with 5:25
left, scoring 11 straight points,
before the Bucks' closing surge.
Archibald led Kansas CityOmaha with 26 points, while
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar scored
the same number for Milwaukee.
Buffalo scored eight straight
points late in the fourth quarter
to sink Philadelphia's record to
1-20. The 76ers had trailed by
just 90-87 with 3:20 remaining.
For Buffalo, Dick Garrett
scored 26 points and Bob Kauffman added 20 points and a
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By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS high for the Stars with 26.
"The guy was just unbelievIndiana broke loose on a 13-1
able" said Coach Alex Hannum tear in the fourth period to
of the Denver Rockets in the whip the Colonels. Georgee
American Basketball Associ- McGinnis led the Pacers surge
ation.
with 24 points although Mel
Hannum was talking about Daniels topped the Indiana
one of 1,is
players, Al, scoring with 26. Dan Issel and
Smith,who handed out 19 as- Artis Gilmore each got 26 to
sists as the Rockets ripped San lead Kentucky.
Diego 130-111 Friday night.
Carolina opened an 8-0 lead
Smith's performance was four and stayed on top of Memphis
shy of the ABA record.
all the way. Billy Cunningham
Oddly the record of 23 assists sparked the Cougars with 27
in one game was set last year points. George Thompson was
by another Denver player, Lar- high for the Tams with 24.
ry Brown.
Marvin Roberts was high for
the Rockets with 27 points. He
hit 10 baskets in a row in the
first three periods. Jerry
Chambers paced the Conquistadors with 30.
In other ABA g#mes, the
-fieW7-4-61-1—Nets-15eat litstritiX By THE AKSOCIATELLERESS
102,Carolina whipped Memphis
Bobby Orr is alive and well—
119-105 and Indiana tripped and so are the Boston Bruins.
Kentucky 109-99.
The Bruins overpowered the
Boston humbled the lliew expansion Atlanta Flames 4-0
York Knicks 114-97 in the Na- Friday night, as Orr scored one
tional Basketball Association.
goal and assisted on two others.
In NBA contests, Chicago
It was the fifth straight victobeat Golden State 100-96, Mil- ry for the defending Stanley
waukee overcame Kansas City- Cup champions, who before
Omaha 115-106, Buffalo took they went on the streak were
Philadelphia 105-96 and Los playing only .500 hockey.
But Boston couldn't gain
Angeles made it 11 in a row by
ground on Montreal in the Naturning back Detroit 140-123.
The Nets turned back a Utah tional Hockey League's East
challenge on Bill Melchionni's Division, as the Canadiens
two free throws and Johnny routed Vancouver-9-1 in Friday
night's only other NHL game.
Baum's layup in the closing
Montreal is in first place with
seconds to heat the Stars on
their home court "for the first 35 points, followed by the New
time I can remernber" in the
Yolk Rangers, 29, and Boston,
words of Coach Lou Carrie; 26.
In World Hockey Association
secca.
George Carter led the Nets play, Winnipeg nipped Quebec
with 28 points. Willie Wise was 5-3, New England defeated Al-
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Trigg Wins Second Straight
State Football Championship
By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Trigg County has won its second straight Class A high
school football championship
while Lexington Tates Creek
came on strong in the second
half to take the Class AA title
Trigg County, sparked by the
running of Selby Grubbs and an
awesome defense, rolled over
Pikeville 22-0 Friday and later
Tates Creek, with 5-foot-9 half-

back Clark Young the hero, de- ball was at their 31.
feated Ashland 16-7.
Trigg also fumbled away
Trigg County had to over- three potential scores in
the
come its own mistakes for the second quarter and had to
overwin, as its own fumbles and come two penalties for
its final
penalties — hullifiecl offensive touchdown in the third
period.
thrusts that could have doubled
Grubbs, who carried 26 times
the victory margin.
for 175 yards, scored all of
An example was a fourth-pe- Trigg's points, including twice
riod drive where Trigg was at going over on a conversion in
the Pikeville 34 when a series the third quarter.
of spectacular runs by Grubbs
That was one of the Trigg ofwas offset by three I5-yard pen- fensive foulups. Grubbs
scored
alties and a fumbled lateral.
the conversion, but his team
When Pikeville took over, the was offside. So he scored again
from the seven to make it 22-0.
With lineman Tony Holland
and David Sadler leading the
way,'Trigg's defense held Pikeville's heralded Chuck Huffman
to a minus five yards in. 14 carries.

Arizona Favored To Take Last
Remaining Major Bowl Berth
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated Press Sports Writer
Arizona State is favored to
nail down the last remaining
major bowl berth tonight when
the 18th-ranked Sun Devils
meet arch-rival Arizona at Tucson.
A week ago, things„Ilooked
bleak for the heavy preseason
Western Athletic Conference favorites, but coleaders Arizona
and Utah obligingly lost last
Saturday. That snapped a
three-way logjam and gave the
Sun Devils a one-game lead
over the other two.
By winning, Arizona can tie
for the title, but the Wildcats'
chances of being the host team
in the Fiesta Bowl are slim and
the mathematical ramifications
too numerous to mention...and
Coach Frank Kush of Arizona
State isn't too happy about it.
He was hoping for an Arizona
win last Saturday.
"That would have meant the
winner of our game would be
the WAC champ and Fiesta
Bowl host,- he said. "I liked
the equal-pressure aspects."
While the Sun Devils need
only a win or tie, Arizona must

Bruins Overpower
Flames 4-0 Friday

WATCH THE
ss

game-high 21 rebounds. Guards
Kevin Loughery and Fred Carter topped Philadelphia with 18
Paints.
The Lakers won their Ilth
game in a row as Jerry West
combined 16 points with 18 assist& They hit 66 per cent of
their shots from the field, with
Gail Goodrich scoring 23, Jim
McMillian 18 and Happy Hairston 16.
Dave Bing scored 29 points
for Detroit, which was never
really in the game, falling behind 43-25 after the first period,
79-46 at halftime and 109-74 going into the final stanza.
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win. And, in that case, so must off while No. 12 Tennessee
Utah, which entertains lowly hosts Kentucky, East Carolina
Colorado State, to tie the Wild- is at No. 15 North Carolina,
cats for first place.
Kansas at No. 16 Missouri, No.
With top-ranked Southern 17 Iowa State at Oklahoma
California and runner-up Ala- State and Arkansas at No. 20
bama both idle, the key after- Texas Tech.
noon game sends third-ranked
Three members of The AssoMichigan against No. 9 Ohio ciated Press Top Twenty—No.
State at Columbus with the Big 13 Colorado, No. 14 UCLA and
Ten title and an automatic No. 19 Washington State—finRose Bowl berth at stake.
ished their regular seasons last
Elsewhere,sixth-ranked Penn week While on Thursday,
State entertains Pitt and No 8 four,th-ranked Oklahoma beat
Louisiana State visits Florida.
No. 5 Nebraska 17-14 and
Auburn, No. 10. and Notre Texas trounced Texas A&M
Dame, No. 11, have the week 38-3

Pikeville's leading groundgainer was Michael Ely with 31
yards in his four attempts.
Tates Creek's Gary Moore
wrapped up 103 yards for his
team, but it was Young who
stood out near the end as he
ground out 42 yards in a fourth
period touchdown drive.

nesota.
The Steelers, seeking their
first division title in 40 years,
hope to bounce back after last
Sunday's 26-24 loss to Cleveland
which dropped their record to
7-3, tying therri with the Browns
for first place in the American
Conference Central Division.
The Washington Redskins put
their eight-game winning streak
on the line against the Green
Bay Packers, and the Oakland
Raiders meet the Kansas City
Chiefs in other key NFL games
Sunday. The unbeaten Miami
Dolphins shoot for victory No.
11 against the St. Louis CardinaLs Mondajuight.
In other Sunday games, Los
Angeles engages New Orleans,
Cincinnati faces Chicago, Baltimore plays New England, the
New York Giants host Philadelphia, Cleveland takes on
Buffalo, Atlanta is home
against Denver and Houston
visits San Diego.
The Washington-Green Bay
contest pits two of the NFL's
leading rushers — Larry Brown
of the Redskins and John
Brockington of the Packers.
Brown ranks No. 1 with L077
yards while Brockington is
third with 780.

Franco. the powerful rookie
running back who played in the
shadow of Lydell Mitchell at
Penn State, has gained more
than 100 yards five times in the
last six games to give him a
berta 7-2,. Cleveland came from seasontotal of 730 yards on 115
Tbehind to bnts Arireles rr`earries. A good performance
in overtime and Minnesota afgainst Minnesota's Purple
topped Philadelphia 6-4.
Gang figures to boost Franco's
Orr, Boston's superstar de- chances of earning the National
fenseman, is just beginning to Football League rookie of the
round into top form following year award.
off-season knee surgery. He
The Vikings, who got off to a
scored a pair of goals Thursday poor start,
have won four
night.
straight for a 6-4 record and reOrr set up Mike Walton for main in contention for
the NaBoston's first goal against At- tional Conference's
Central Dilanta, which came just 35 sec- vision behind Green
Bay, 7-3,
onds into the opening period. and Detroit, 74. Viking
quarOrr got an assist as rookie terback Fran Tarkenton
is fiGreg Sheppard made it 2-0, nally hitting the mark,
many
then scored on a short punch times going for old
buddy Bob
shot late in the third period to Brown. They played
key roles
make it 3-0.
during Fran's first tour at MinBoston's final goal was an
unassisted tally by Don Marcotta in the third period.
Gerry O'Flaherty scored for
Montreal with the game just 211
seconds old, but the Canadiens
responded with four goals in
the remainder of the opening
period and the rout was on.
Frank Mahovlich, Jacques
Lemaire and Murray Wilson
scored two goals apiece for
Montreal, which outshr-Vancouver 38-26. Lemaire now has
19 goals on the season.
Bobby Hull was the hero for
Winnipeg, scoring his eighth
goal of the season midway
through the final period to
break a 3-3 tie. It was his second
goal of the night, and he also
had an assist.
New England exploded for
five goals in the second period
to beat Alberta as seven different players scored for the Whalers. Ross Perkins had scored
twice within the first 2:27 of the
game to give the Oilers an early 2-0 lead,
Cleveland battled back from
e
a 2-0 deficit, then finally beat
°few,
the Sharks on Gerry Pinder's
second goal of the night, 4:44
into the overtime. Pinder's first
goal came at 4:56 of the third
period, just 58 seconds before
teammate Gary Jarrett tied the
score on a three-man breakaway.
Rookie Terry Ryan's shorthanded goal broke a 4-4 tie for
1,000—YARD BALI,—WashIngton Redskins' running back
Minnesota midway through the
Larry
Brown throws football that he carried across the 1,000final period. Billy Klatt of Minyard rushing yard total mark to the sidelines in the first quarter
nesota and Andre Lacroix of
of game with Atlanta Falcons at Washington.
Philadelphia each scored two
cki A P Wirephoto
goals in the game.
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Miller, Fezler
Share Lead In
Heritage Golf

Tates Creek was behind 7-6 at
halftime after Gil Foushee
missed a conversion.
Foushee, whose first kick was
blocked, made amends in the
third period with a 33-yard goahead field goal and was perfect with his final conversion.
Wilkerson also scored Tates
Creek's first touchdown, also
from two yards out, after
Young had set it up with a 28yard gallop.
Ashland scored early on an
80-yard drive sparked by Pierre
Harshaw's 52-yard sprint
around right end.
The Tomcats, however, could
not muster a single first down
in the second half and even
aided Tates Creek in its final
touchdown drive.
The Creekers chose to keep
the ball on fourth down with
three yards to go on Ashland's.

Viking Defense To
Try To Hold Harris
By DICK JOYCE
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Minnesota Vikings' oncemighty defense, which allowed
41 points last Sunday in a victory over Los Angeles, tries to
clamp the lid on rookie sensation Franco Harris and deal another blow to the hopes of the
Pittsburgh Stealers Sunday.

36. Ashland jumped offiside gi*ing the winners new life at elle
31.
Young followed with his tisk)
quick runs and it was over

Young's 26-yard gallop followed by a 3-yard plunge set up
the touchdown, but he was injured on that play and it was
Danny Wilkerson who carried
the final two yards.

HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C.(API — At 36, Bobby Nichols isn't exactly considered a
doddering ancient on the pro
golf tour. He has won $50,000 or
more eight of the last nine
years.
But Bobby took a look at theT,
youth movement at the top.-4
the two-round standirtgkitS thk
$125,000 Heritage Golf'Cla
on Friday and adpsitted:
-I'm glad I've got a cl
job."
-Johnny Miller, 25, and Forest
Fezler, 23, shared the lead
after 36 holes with 136 totals;
Miller vaulting into a share of,
first place with a six-under-pat.
65 in his second round at the
Ocean Course and Fezler talcing a 66 at the tougher Harbour
Town golf links, where the final
two rounds will be played.
Don Iverson, 27, a secondyear men oo - the-_lour, _.was „
alone with a 69-137, while the
group at 139 included Nichols,
Lou Graham, Homero Blancas,
Jerry Heard, fanny Wadkins
and Allen Miller—no relation to
Johnny.
Heard and Graham had second-round 68s; Nichols—the
head pro at the Firestone Club
in Akron, Ohio—and Wadkins
had 69s; Miller and Blancas
shot 71s.
First-round leader Bob Erickson fell back into the pack with
a 7---141.
Nicklaus, Lee Trevino,
Arnold Palmer, Gary Player
and Billy Casper are not competing in this event, the next-tolast on the long 1972 pro golf
schedule.
The SILENT GUARD II

SEARS BEST 4-PLY
NON-BELTED 1IRE

•,..,

*304°

S3.50
Covi. lc Tor
_

EP

Sit of 4 tires starts as low as $40.60
plus S1.61 F.E.T. per tiro for Sears
4-PLY CRUSADER in 6.00-13 size

HE FLIPS OVER BULLFIGHTING—Spanish apprentice
bullfighter Pablo Gonzalez "El Peraleao" sails over the bull's
horns as he is tossed in Madrid's Vista Alegre arena. He landed
on the back of the hull. but was unhurt.
i AP Wirephoto via cable from Madrid

Sears Catalog Soles Office
Murray, K y
.3•11,1 •PM rap
Soulhside Shopping Center

JOHNSONS
Open 7 a.m.-9 p.m. — Monday thru Saturday

Prices Good Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Only!
— Limit Rights Reserved —

Field's Chestnut

BACON

1-Lb.

Flavor-Kist

69'
25'

CRACKERS
Cabbage Richtex
1-Lb.
Box

Shortening

Lb

5'

3 Lbs.

55
'
35,,

Frosty

ORG.JUICE
JUMBO PIES ;a:,

Acres1212-Oz.
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Couple Finds Happiness After
They Retire on Sugar Hill Farm
John is a native of Bir- This would afford him the opmingham, Alabama. Pat is a portunity to learn more about
native of Akron, Ohio. These raising beef cattle and
two cities are nearly 1,000 miles operating his farm. As a result,
apart. The story of what hap- new practices were learned and
two people new ideas were accepted while
pens in the
apart, is John was getting started in the
far
so
born
were
who
Pat was getting
interesting and an example of beef business,
established in her own
success.
John met Pat at the greenhouse, Tim and Mike
University of Akron, where she Morgan were being prepared
was a student and he was an for graduation from high
aviation cadet in 1944. He had school.
enlisted in the Air Force in 1943.
good
established
John
After one year courtship, they pastures on his farm through
Shortly proper liming, fertilizing and
married.
were
thereafter, he was transferred seeding practices.
to an overseas base in the South
He provided water through
Pacific. This tour of duty, approved soil conservation
during World War II, lasted two practices that enabled him to
years. Upon his return to the build ponds. He bought good
states, and after one year beef animals to use for a
stateside, John decided to make foundation herd. John grew noAir Force a career. This til corn to fill his trench silo for
decision resulted in two-and one winter feed. Pat was producing
half years tour of duty in bedding plants for the public
Alaska. Then, they came back that offered a much greater
to the states.
demand than had been anAll this time John and Pat ticipated. The boys were
were planning a future for graduating with honors.
themselves and their two sons,
John's beef herd was exTim and Mike.
panding and making a profit.
They knew that they would The greenhouse business was a
still be in the prime of life when big success. In fact, the
John became eligible for greenhouse products were in
retirement from the Air Force. such demand that additional
As an Air Force officer, John help was needed. This provided
and his family served and lived an opportunity for ladies in the
in many 'areas of the United community, who were unemStates, and in each locality-they- Plofed, and wanted to earn a
were searching for the "spot" little extra money. The success
where they would "settle" some of both operations and new ideas
day. On one of their trips they being learned, John decided to
came through a place in purchase additional land and to
Calloway County, Kentucky, build another greenhouse. More
called Murray, and decided to animals were added to the beef
spend a few days. They were
herd and as the years passed
looking for hospitality, good expansion continued.
climate, recreational facilities
Today John and Pat own and
and educational opportunities operate 850 acres of land,
for their two sons. This was ten manage a 150 head beef herd
years prior to John's eligibility and operate four greenhouses,
for retirement. The area met with help from the ladies in the
all the requirements. The community
and
college
people offered a real southern students
Murray
from
hospitality. The climate ap- University.
peared to be ideal for an amTim is attending Murray
bition that John had long State University through a
yearned for - to raise beef cattle scholarship and is working
on his own farm. Kentucky lake toward an M.D. specializing in
was a place where many hours surgery. Mike is a graduate
of leisure time could be spent. student at Murray University,
The opportunities for education working 'toward a masters
seemed unexcelled. The con- degree in Chemistry. He is
solidated Calloway County high married and his wife is
school was new and Murray presently teaching.
State University had a wide
range of.,courses from which -- The Motgaris are very_Lappy.
two young men could select, in today. They have served their
preparation for a career of their country during war and peace.
choosing.
They are producing food and
So John and Pat purchased a fiber for their urban friends and
tract of land in the southern they are enjoying life in their
part of the county and returned retirement - young enough to be
to their base to await the day of able and ambitious enough not
retirement.
to quit They have time for
That day came in 1967. vacations - time for entwo
Colonel John, Pat and their
tertaining friends and time to
sons came home - to Hazel, really enjoy living at their
Kentucky.
Sugar Hill farm.
They rented a house in the
city of Hazel until their new
home was built on the farm.
Guardsmen test %sinter
LANSING, Mich. it Pli —
John had a desire to raise beef
Michigan
cattle and Pat had a desire to Seventy-four
National Guardsmen are
operate a greenhouse. She had participating in a ssater samone year experience working in pling program designed to
a greenhouse in Washington, determine if Michigan %seers
D.C. John haesome friends need more ertliOgiCal protection
who were raising beef cattle than the are getting.
quite successfully.
The guardsmen v,ill collect an
John had an opportunity to
estimated 2,21/0 month4 water
enrol in an adult farmer class samples at 171 stations along
that was being taught at the Michigan rivers and streams to
fi Hazel Elementary School by an see ,Ivere pollutants are being
titer
state's ,
'c agriculture teacher from added to the
supply.
e`• Calloway County High School.

Reed Music

Benton, Ky.

5 mi SW on Hwy. 58.
Turn at sign atim Groc.

THE FRENCH PROVINCIAL
CONSOLE

Superbly hand-shaped to achieve the
style noted for its sturdy simplicity
and flowing grace. Authentic design
follows'through in the companion
piano bench. Premium hand-rubbed
flnishph genuine Cherry, Fruitwbod
or distres.sed Pecan.

•The Finest in Pianos
• Organs
• Classic Guitars

Scotts'
Worship Service
Evening worship

FOR MONDAY,NOVEMBER 2'7, 1972
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 1
You may run into some annoying situations, but you can
do well in spite of them. Direct
your energies and talents into
worthwhile channels only.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
A fine day -in which to
capitalize on your unusual gift
for combining the artistic with
the practical. You can produce
some excellent results now.
GEMINI
)May 22 to June 21)
Reconsider a proposition
which you did not think so attractive at first. Could it now
hold more interest in the light of
recent developments? Probe
deeply. CANCER
0
(June 22 to July 23) 48
Favorable lunar influences
enliven this day. Strategic
moves, conscientous footwork,
taking calculated risks will be
harbingers of highly successful
scoring.
LEO
J.
i1;
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4121
Some precautions needed. Be
especially careful with figures,
accounts, estimates, in handling the affairs of others.
VIRGO
! Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) VP"'
Give a new twist to routine to
break its monotony. If an endeavor does not turn out to your
satisfaction, don't be pessimistic. Try another method.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A sparkling outlook for those of
you who think and feel in line
with the progressive-minded
and aim for top goals only.
Intellectual pursuits highly
stimulated.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MieliC.
You may have been wanting
for some time to do something

n

VIEW FROM THE TOP—Visitors to the pyramids of Teotihuacan, Mexico, can get a breathtaking view of this once grand city
from the top of the Pyramid of the Sun. Below this massive structure stretches the Street of the Dead which ends at the base of the
smaller Pyramid of the Moon. Teotihuacan flourished between 300 B.C. and 90 A.D.

By RN WELLS
Copley News Service
TEOTIHUACAN, Mexico —
The pyramids and palatial
ruins of this ancient city make
it one of the most interesting
attractions in Mexico.
Over the years the Mexican
government has taken great
pains to restore and preserve
what's left of this city —a city
which flourished from 300
B.C. to 900 A.D.
History tells us that the Aztecs discovered Teotihuacan,
abandoned and forgotten, in
the 14th Century as they
marched down the broad valley of the central plateau in
search of the prophesized
place to build a great city —
now Mexico City.
The Aztecs believed the city
had been built by the gods and
was therefore a sacred place.
2r) later years, the Aztecs
made annual pilgrimages to
Teotihuacan, where they
made sacrifices to their gods.
Altfibiig/1- much—leas- isknown about the Aztecs, virtually nothing is known about
the people who built Teotihuacan. The dominating structure is the Pyramid of the
&in. It is the first thing you
see as you arrive at the national park which houses the
rums, located 36 miles north
of Mexico City.
The huge pyramid — second
in size to one found at Cholula,
Mexico — seems to cast an
eerie silence over the entire

area which can't even be
broken by the constant bargaining between tourists and
vendors.
First stop for any new visitor to the pyramids should be
the museum.There the tourist
gets an idea of what the area
was like and what the people
may have been like: how they
governed themselves, their
religion and their life-style.
Once you've finished the
museum, step out the rear
door and onto the Street of the
Dead. This is the main street
of Teotihuacan.
It is a broad thoroughfare
which stretches for two miles
from the Temple of Quetzalcoati to the Pyramid of the
Moon. The Aztecs gave the
street its name, but no one
knows what it was originally
called.
The Street of the Dead will
take you past all of the major
points of interest such as the
Citadel, Temple of Quetzalcoati, underground temples
with fragments of original murals still iisibTe on
the walls), palace ruins and
the two imposing pyramids.
As you walk down the Street
of the Dead, it doesn't take
much imagination to picture
the area as it might have been
more than 1,000 years ago
when the street was filled with
people of a civilization now
lost in time.
The thrill of any trip to the
pyramids is the view afforded
the visitor from the tops of the

out to the pyramids. You can
for whatever the
—rentgoing rate is, and drive. The
highway is well marked although it is a tollway and
there is a six peso 50 cents)
charge. Or, you can catch a
From the Pyramid of the
bus from the downtown termiMoon one looks down on a
nal. The fare is five pesos and
the
by
plaza surrounded
15 centavos and the buses run
smaller pyramids with an alregularly. The trip takes a littar in the center. At the back
tle over an hour.
of the pyramid you can see
If guided tours are your
looked
area
what the entire
thing, almost every tourist
like before reconstruction beagency in Mexico offers daily
gan. There are still a great
tours which include a meal.
many smaller pyramids,
Do some checking, if possible,
hidden
still
palaces
walls and
to find out which restaurants
under centuries of dirt and
cater to foreign stomachs and
underbrush.
choose your tour accordingly.
There are many ways to get

two structures. From the Pyramid of the Sun on can -See practically the entire valley
and can get an excellent idea
just how large an area the
ruins encompass.

special. Now you have the
chance to do so with more
assurance. Do not be too
aggressive, however, or you
could upset the proverbial
applecart.

benefits decreased.
In 1972, to illustrate, wage
and benefit increases in union
collective bargaining contracts
— averaged out over the life of
contracts — came to about 9
per cent. In the first half of this
year the figure dropped to 7.6
per cent.
In addition, the fearful ones
say, the productivity surge that
the nation enjoyed during 1972
is likely to peter out slowly as
the recovery continues. In 1972
the increase was 4.5 per cent.
Next yek it might be only 3.5.
The explanation, in part, iy
that during the earlier stages of
economic expansion the best
workers and the most efficient
machinery and facilities are
used. As the recovery continues, less efficient workers and
equipment are used and the increase in productivity diminish
This would mean that higher
production costs would be
added to the pressure for higher wages. Some of these added
expenses might be absorbed in
greater volume,. bitt some of
necessi* will be passed on as
higher prices.
A larger amount of unused
plant capacity is cited by the
optimists as further security
against inflation. Some estimates place at only 80 per cent
the amount. of manufacturing
capacity now being used.
If that figures were above 90
per cent, it would mean that
shortages of sonic products
might develop. As it is, few industries but the automotive,
lumber and rubber industries
are operating at peak capacity.

Witst
Morning worship
Evening Worship
First S.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Spring

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) *Iriiellt
Great activity—along with a
few snags! Prepared to expect
the unexpected, however, your
innate ingenuity and foresight
will see you through.

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Nortt
Morning Worship
WOrship
Evening
Sinking
Morning Worthi
Evening Worst'',

CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 TO kcIlt
A good period for planning
expansion of all your interests.
A little more research into a
project you may be considering
could prove beneficial.

Hazel
Morning Worthi
Evening Worshi
Poplar
Morning Worshi
Evening worth
Grace
Morning worshi
Evening Worsh I

AQUARIUS
) Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Resist present tendencies
toward procrastination and
dropping projects before they
have been completed. Only best
efforts will pay off now.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Venture forth where your
beliefs are sound and you arc
sure you have the know-how. In
the latter connection, you may
need a bit more experience.
YOU 'BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intelkict_
versatilitY-. -unusual
and
Depending on your leanings and
education, you could become a
great success in the businessfinancial world; in the legal
field, as a trial lawyer, where
your powers of persuasion
would be a tremendous asset; in
diplomacy, in literature or
music. The theater is also a
natural outlet for your talents-in practically all its branches -and you are a born traveler
Traits to curb: Inflexibility and
of:
Birthdate
jealousy.
Fr.
Defay,
Guillaume
musicologist; David Merrick,
theatrical producer.

Ii
Morning WorsO
Evening Worst,
Kirks*
Morning Worth
Evening Worth
frAfT0f
Morning Worshi
Evening Worshi

New Mt. Ca
Worth
Evening Worsh

Morning

Fli
Morning Wor
Evening Worn
• Cfte
Morning Wors
Evening Wors
El
Morning Wors
Wors
Evening

Sal
Morning Wor
Evening Wors
Su
Morning wo
Evening
0
Morning Wor
Evening Wor
Lone
1st. Sunday
3rd. Sunday
Fat
Morning Wor
Evening Wor

111 SUPER COUPON
DRYCLEANING
SALE

Hwy 12

COUPONS MUST BE PRESENTED WITH GARMENTS

Insure
Hwy 641S IH

Economists Offer Mixed
Reactions On Inflation
NEW YORK I AP) — Opinions about the future of the
American economy are as diverse as you would find in any
random sampling, but there
does seem to be a rough division into two classes: those who
fear inflation and those who
don't.
The fear is explainable partly
as a bad memory of th( past
few years when the nation lived
under the triple curse of rising
prices, recession and high
unemployment.
Some economists remain convinced that the nation so far
has failed to come up with the
answer to stable jobs and
prices, and they fully expect
that by this time next year we
will still be dealing inadequately with both.
Ironically, those who believe
that inflation has safely been
taken care of for the time
being, cite the tact of 4.5 million unemployed as a cushion
against big price increases.
It is mainly when jobs are
scarce that labor rates rise and
force prices higher also, they
say. With so many workers
available, they explain, that likelihood is distant.
Others are not so sure. That
4.5 million figure may hide a
scarcity of some blue-collar
skills, they fear. The unemployment rate among some skilled
worker categories is actually
under 2 per cent.
Moreover, with 5 million
workers coming up for new
contracts in 1973 — double the
1972 number — some economists foresee a reversal dr the
1972 experience, when contiact

Emmanuel i
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

SALE EVER

Coupon good for $1 00 OFF
the price of any Drycleaning
order of $5.00 or more.
Limit 1 coupon
Expires 12/2/72

B

Coupon good for 25C OFF

"
regular cleaning price of am,

Men 's Ladies' or Child's
Sweaters

1202 Johnso

Expires 12/2/72

when Coat is cleaned
at regular price
with coupon Expires 12/2/72

Prices Good Monday thru Saturday November Nov 27

Dec 2

One HOUR cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m. Phone 753-9084

KNITS should be DRYCLEANED by PROFESSIONALS
R16
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Baptist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

t..

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
Ilam
Evening Worship
7 30r
'm

u have the
with more
not be too
ver, or you
e proverbial

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

)(4tt

Apr
20)
for planning
your interests.
esearch into a
be considering
eficial.

Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

ITEM.
/p.m.

Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

I •.M.
7p.m.

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. 1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday School
10 . 30 a.m
Worship Service
9 30a m
South Pleasant Grove
Mor rung At2r.sh P
- _ 19 45 a - m
Evening Worship
7 00p m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service
11 00 a.m
Sunday School
10 00a m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 30p.m.

Brooks Chapel United
151 Sunday
7.00p m
2nd Sunday
9 30 a m
3rd & 4th Sundays
11 00 a. M

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m
Evening WOrship
7 30p m

Bethel united
1st Sunday
11:00a. m.
2nd & dth Sundays
7:00P- Pt
3rd Sunday
9i30a.m

Poplar Springs
Morning Worship
llam
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
I 1 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

r. 20)
where your
nd and you are
the know-how. In
ection, you may
re experience.

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50•.m.
Evening Worship
111:30p.m.

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
Ila.M.
Evening Worship
7:1011.m.

N TODAY are
a fine intellect
versatility.
al
your leanings and
u could become a
in the businessrid; in the legal
al lawyer, where
s of persuasion
mendous asset; in
in literature or
theater is also a
t for your talentsall its branches a born traveler
b: Inflexibility and
Birthdate
of,
Defay,
Fr.
, David Merrick,
oducer.

°terry Corner
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Grove
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11a.m
7p.m

11 a m
7p m

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship
7:1S p.m.
Sugar Creek
Morning worship
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:15 p.m.
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11.00AM
Evening Worship
•30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1St. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00P.M.
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship
11 A.M.
Evening Worship
630 P.M.

Murray Church
Sunday Schooi
10a M.
Worship Service
11 a m.
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 ern.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

10 a.m.

MD MUSIC
into the perfect ensemble

to make good rousts- Just ii surely as it requires more
discords than concords to make good minx, so doe, it take more desappomtment

sorrow and trouble to sweeten up • life

to make • goixt Chnatian The orchestra

spends a at of time )ust tuning up. And so does a life it it is to count for God One
must go to Sunday School, attend church and learn of Him, if hn music Ins life is to be

Triangle Inn

Kit. cermet
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday Sch001 10:00 a.m 1st, 3rd
& 4th Sunday. 11,00 a.m. 2nd Sunday

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services10:45 A.M

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

0
IF

OFF
• of any
ilci 's

12/2/72

!RS
140

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hwy. 121 W. (Coldwater Rd 1 Ph 753-3164

-1\---7

Murray Livestock Co.

Boone's Incorporated

Bel

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service.Front End Alignment..
.Complete Tune-up & Repair Service..
209 So. 7th
753-1751

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH. 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
WM E. DODSON, OWNER

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

i
'

Storey's Food Giant

GRAIN DIVISION

Sholar's Auto Repair

1

al.

--- - _____
Air Shopping Center

f

I

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates.
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 64/ S. (Hazel Hwy.)
753-7175
ph. 753-7150
•

'kw rS3S3117
Piss rfs31 IWO

_

Chestnut Si
753-1215

Murray Warehouse Corp. ,Inc.

C-Tosrs ,

753•5209

"
ILECIIESTER PRitill&G SERVig
The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
102 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

I

I

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

Ph

•

,
,

Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches ---".
`..
--- - ----Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steak
THE
CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thu%., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4415

I

....6060.ei

Mayfield Hwy. 121

•

YOUR HOST

Seventh 6ay Adventist
Sabbath School
10 00 a m
9 30 a m
Worship Service

Mobile Home Courts

Grecian Steak
ak House

. . . ._ _TANDREWS.-

Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9 15a m
Morning Wor*p
10 30 a m

Shady Oaks

753-2411

"'THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

•

St :John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10 30• m
Morning Worship
9.30 cm

First christion
10:31041.m., 7
Worship Services
pot
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10
a.m., 7p.m.

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

So. 12th & Story
753-6655

9 30 a m

Wa y man Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11,a m , 7 p

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
YOUR CHOICE -Have a seat & order or Use our
cafeteria line
a breakfast Anytime A

5.0 Main
753 3231

Jehovah's Witnesses
waicritovver
to )o• m
BibleLecture

Christian

worthy to be used by God to warm the hearts of men They learn welt And play true

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-11:008.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 1100 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd., 3rd. &
4th Sunday

RECAPPING

St Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Moss S a m , //a m
30
pm
Saturday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christian Science
Worship Service
Ilem

10 00
11 00

Liberty Cumberland
10e.m.
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 ISM.
North Plesant Grove
Sunday scnoo)
loam.
Worship Service
110.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10CM.
Worship Services 1 a.m.,7p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 am
Evening Worship
7-p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m
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the common language of all people It takes skilled music;anstOlilend an orchestra

Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00 a.m.
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10:00 am.
1St & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6 30 p.m.
1st & 3rd 11 4th Sunday

111110E1 -

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
Sunday School
10 a m

Presbyterian

•
•2 "

753.4953

•
•
•
•
ENTS •
•

Other
Denominations

et-04 - \'•
1-1

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
.
.
Sundays
Lynn GM"
Worship Service at 9:45 a m Tst
4. 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday

Master Tire Service, Inc.

10:00a.m.
11:00e.ns.

First Assembly Of God
Church School
Worship Service

.11 a.m

Church

Ile.m.
3 P.M.

Coldwater
Morning Worship
10 SO a.M.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.

pro

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a m

Put first things first,
Attend

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Aimo Heights
Morning worship
11a m
E vening wor ship
7 30P M.
United. 311 Irv."' Ave.
Sunday School
Weir
Evening Worship
7pm
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.. 7 P.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10a.m.
11 a tn., 7,30
WOrshiP Services

First Methodist
45 & 10 SO a.m.

Worship

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Pentecostal

Kirksey United
Morning Worship
11 'CO a.m.
Evening Worship
7 00 p.M
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: 10:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday: 1100 a.m. 3rd & 4th
Sunday
Tempt* Hill United

Blood River
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
4:30 p.m

X

University
/Warning Worship
'0 30•.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p.m
Green Plain
Morning worship
10 45. m
Evening Worship
7p m
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 SO• m
Evening Worship
4pm.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 SOa rn
Evening Worship
6 30 p m
Seventh Poplar
Worship Service
00 404 m
Evening service
6pm
New Concord
Morning Service
10 SO•Iver.- ---,Evening Worship
7p m
Plesant Valley
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
11p.m.

Nazarene

Independence United
1st & dth Sundays
9 - 30a m
2nd Sunday
11:00a.m.
3rd Sunday
8.00 p. m

Grace baptist
Morning Worship
10. 45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p.m.

. 19) '5,‘!M
nt tendencies
astination and
cts before they
leted. Only best
off now.

New Providence
Morning Worship
II a.m
Evening Worship
a 30 p.m

Methodist

Ha m.
6.30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.

211
along with a
ed to expect
however, your
and foresight
ugh.

Church Of Christ

1[
iULLLLi
TIE L 11

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:03 a.m
Evening worship
7:30P m

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
---„___
100 So. 13th St.
753-3914

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Ai

Kenlake Marina
J. W. W1LHAM-MGR

Highest Cash Priees for Corn 8. Soybeans
H3Imes

Residential • Commercial Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying Selling- Leasing
518 W Main
Pnone 753-7724

Ellis, Mgr.
E W Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-8270
i

Carroll Tire Service

RESIDENTIAL

Ph. 474-2211 Eat. 171

Wells Electric

YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER

buildings

StrcfjcerI
•
6/1 So 41h

Ky. Lake State Park

.

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *

1105 POqUe -'2 Block E. of S. 12th - Phone 753-1409

Phone 753-1675
,

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

tc1T1JJrier• • !MATTI...ES

-Commercial-Residential.
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

SOUTH ass ST..

ACCESSOSICS
14WISAY. KV.

I

ti 4. A. t"" A Chau
IPtilicKli [Mu

Trenho
lm's Drive-In
,
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches

Prayer Changes Us,

MR._ & MRS. WM

-

Not God

A

JONES, OWNERS

12th & Chestnut

Ph 753 7494

Corvette Lanes„Inc.

Palace Drive-In
Points

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Phone 753 7442
1415 Main Street

802

Chestnut

Phone 753-2202

110 South 12th

Shirley Florist

(,
FTD

Phone 753-3037

I

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone ,753 2700

Fast Service
Hwy. 641 North

ti,----me-v-

Murray, Sly

1

b 7 ."‘.

MAYTAG

,
2-- a.3
- Nvivta
1 4....4....3

covitt1,

Addin

Machin
g

and
es
7S1 1761

Mayfield
247,1447

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

"Invites You To The Private
World
Exira C
Oots,Luxury Living-At No

SERVING FARM FAMILIES SINCE 1936

403 Maple

Ph°r1C 753.1713

1.44..at,

DIV

9th at Chestnut

Lynhurst Resort
Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners
Phone 434.7345 and 436-5376

hy

Aurora

751 )974

Industrial Road

Unique Gifts-Novelties
; Mi West of Kenlake State Park

A1.2 CONDITIONING
Phone 753 4832

Phone-502-753 3280

The Hitching Post
* See the Old Country Store*

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
HEATING - SHEET METAL

`7:',....•' U S 641 North

Ph 474-2266

The Beauty Box

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters
Calculators
115 So 4th

Murray
753 1333

Five Points

Pool Office Equipment IL Supplies Stokes Tractor a Implement Co.
''\

Phone 753-1931

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mit
,tti

Ambassador-Hornet•Matador•Gremlin-Jeed
Top Ouality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448

Phone 753.6168

PIGIDA1RE

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Cain & Treas Motor Sales

- Gas & Sewer

JAS D CLOPTON

A Choice Selection of Relishes Salads Meats

Physician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753-7109

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

753-3251

ColonialHouse
Smorgasbord

Mrs. Mona Purdom-Rhi-Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN "

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

RCA VICTOR

National Hotel Building

American
Motors

MEMBER F.T.D.
502 N. 4th St

-

Fern Terrace Lodge

r

Ward-Elkins

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Susie's Cafe

. SERVICE

PARK RENTAL
Hwy.94 - 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6685

Claude Vaughn
R'-'Pa/rs & Installation
501 N 31h

SALES

SS
,
-

I

,/-

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool

-;-

Phone 753-8181

I

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

• John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Air Conditioning-Healing-Commercial Refrigeration

Plumbing Healing and Apr Conditioning
Commercial and Residential - Sales & Service

`"BOWLING AT ITS REST.
Five

Open 6 00 a.m. Close 12 00 p.m.
South 12th Street-Phone 753-9131

Phone 753 1997

I

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

tiOiS S. 4th

641 Super Shell
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY

SPAGHETTI

FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 5200 OR MORE

Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753.7101

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

PIZZA

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
BURGER
QUEEN
Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319-

ir,i41,.....1.,

n l

N,,, Iii

WANDA NANCE OWNER
705 Chestnut

753 6025

t53.7137

,,
,

4

H&H Cycle Shop
YAMAHA & DKIPSALES & SERVICE
McCollough Chain Saws
816 Coldwater Rd
753-0078

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
4th at Poplar
7531372

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home
753 6000
.

,
X
i :' ; Hi,

Wallace's
BOOKS Book
Store
.,_ ,, 0/__, s.,.,, 7i_.....,,
IS vi

Tom's Pizza Parlor
..-•

,5 / • i i /

3-6113.0.....
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I
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Down Concord Way ...

Writer Thankful For Library And
Bookmobile At Thanksgiving Time
Estelle Spiceland
November 20, 1972
At the Thanksgiving season,
though abkies may be
overcast, and the dais
-1114
look dark and dreary, there are
many things to be thankful for.
I am thankful that always I
have liked to read.
I know that those who never
read disagree with me, but I am
thankful for the library and the
bookmobile.
If I get books I enjoy, I can
read four a week at night.
And last week I got one book
especially, that was worth the
price marked on it, $6.95. It is
The Enduring Hills" by Janice
Holt Giles, and is based on
Kentucky mountain country.
The Kentucky hill billy did not
want to be like his grandpa who
said, "I've had a little land o'
my own, my own roof over my
head, I've raised my own food,
had a good woman to go along
with
me, children that
pleasured me, work o' my own
choosin', folks around to neighbor with. Don't know what more
a man could want."
This boy wanted to leave the
ridge and be somebody. But
after years of success and bitter
disappointments, he found that
a man could search forever for
the purpose of life, and until he
turned his eyes inward, he
would never find the home he
was seeking.

11

He and an understanding wife
returned to the hills to make a
beautiful home of his old
Mrs. Aylon McClure-is Mckat home after having a leg
amputated in a Nashville
hospital. She and Mrs. Joe
Green, who lives in the same
neighborhood and had the same
surgery, are examples of
bravery and determination.
Mrs. Mary Wisehart spent a
week in the hospital, but is back
at home recuperating.
A few moves are being made
in Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Geurin
sold their house here to the John
Brittains who have already
moved in, and the Geurin
family moved to Mrs. Vernon
Coleman's apartment.
In my younger days I envied
people who moved, for our
family had lived at the same
house all our lives, but now, how
I would dread being uprooted.
Thanksgiving will bring much
happiness, and usually, many
accidents.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Lovins are
preparing for the family the
first Thanksgiving dinner in
their new home on their land
adjoining his birthplace, so
after living in Lexington,
Murray and in South Carolina,
they too have come home, we
hope, to the Enduring Hills.

SELF-STUDY PRESENTATION-Dr. Harry M. Sparks
(right I, president of Murray State University, thumbs through
the comprehensive self-study presented to him Monday to meet
requirements for a reaffirmation of the university's accreditation
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. Pointing out
a feature of the 569-page report is Dr. Pete Panzera. chairman of
the chemistrj department, who served as director of the selfstudy project and as a co-chairman of the steering committee. A
visitation committee from the Commission on Colleges of the
SACS will be on the campus for an evaluation next February.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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Murray State Self-Study
Completed; Praised By
President Harry Sparks
A comprehensive self-study
as required every 10 years by
the Southern Association of
Colegei-a --Srhools--for - *reaffirmation of accreditation
has been completed at Murray
State University.
Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
university president, was offficially presented the first copy
of the 569-page document
Monday by Dr. Pete Panzera,
chairman of the chemistry
department, who served as
director of the self-study project
and as a co-chairman of the
campus steering committee.
Sparks cited the report as a
model of thoroughness and
organization.
"All of the people who contributed to the preparation of
the self-study, along with Dr.
Panzera, are to be commended
for an outstanding job," he said.
"It is one of the finest and most
professional self-studies I have
seen.",
Work on the self-study, which
Panzera said will provide the
university with an in-depth look
at itself besides qualifying
Murray State for a renewal of
accreditat on by the SACS, was
begun in February, 1971.
A committee of educators
designated by the Commission
on Colleges of he SACS will
visit the campus Feb. 25-28,
1973, to evaluate the self-study
and to make recommendations
for follow-up action, Panzera
said,
Dr. George Christenberry,
president of Augusta College,
Augusta, Ga., will serve as
chairman of the visitation
committee. Other committee
members are yet to be named,
according
to
Panzera..
Christenberry is expected to
make a preliminary visit in
January.
Panzera said each faculty
member on the campus will be
provided a copy of the selfstudy, which covers each administrative unit and each
academic department in the six
schools on the campus.
He
described
as
"a
meaningful measurement of
our educational effectiveness"
the project which took about 21
months to complete.
-~tt-trintendeeke-eikabLe-us to assess objectives, to judge
success in reaching objectives,
to explore ways and means to
improve educational efficiency,
and to prepare for the everincreasing
demands
of
society," he said.
He pointed out that accreditat
on by one of the six regional
organizations in the country is
valuable because courses are
transferable for credit among
member institutions. More than
400 schools are included in the
college division of the SACS.
The organizational structure
of the self-study included 12
committees
purpose,
organization
and
admini st ration , education
program, financial resources,
faculty, library, student personnel, physical plant, special
activities, graduate program,
research, and planning for the
future:
summary
and
recapitulation.

Crossword Puzzle
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Public health authorities
report that among orthodox
Jews. native Italians. and
other groups where alcohol is
part of religious or social
traditions, there is a low incidence of problem drinking.
'Fliere are about I ,0011
roilko era throughout the
%sort&
if

By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK ( AP) - While
the past year has been one of
financial progress for both
management and labor, the big
increases in corporate profits
that are now being reported are
producing irritation and embarrassment for executives.
They are embarrassed because the percentage increases
are so great. It now appears
likely that the increase for 1972
over 1971 will be about 15 per
cent. And there is the likelihood
of a repeat in 1973.
While corporate officials concede these figures are high,
they are irritated by the failure
of casual readers to recall the
reason why: 1971 profits were
depressingly low.
They are indignant also that
labor leaders are inclined to
seize on those percentages
without explaining that what
appears to be a mountain of
perffits has its -base in a very
deep ravine - that is, in the
recession of 1971.
Actually, they add, profits
should be even higher if they
are to return to more "normal"
levels and if industry is to attract the investment capital
needed for expansion.
Price Commission regulations, however, may prevent
that occurence, although some
changes might be forthcoming
in Phase III, if there is one.
As of now, profit margins
must be kept to the average of
the best two of the years 19681969-1970. But, as the corporate
officials note, that was a period
of poor earnings. Many of them
want the base period revised.
If profits rise 15 per cent this
year, the corporate defenders
say, it will merely bring them
back to where they were in
1968, when the gross national
product, or total of goods and
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
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SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

/
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FOR SALE
641 PET SHOP. S 1 . 1
tanks, supplies, fish
toy Poodle puppies
-Phone 763-1862-ei•
9457,

Evy_ Driyer_ _Should Buy
AUTO INSURANCE

at

NEW AND used
Tractor flats repa
service. Vinson
phone 753-4892.

Doug Willoughby Insurance
I. Safe Driver Discounts.
2. Special rates for the underage driver
3. Drivers Education discount.
4. Good student discounts.
5. No charge for SR22 filings
6. Budget plans available..
7. Special rates for the non-drinker

COCKER SPANIE
registered, blonde
.1
$50.00. Phone 7
THREE HANDM
$25.00 each. Style
girls; sailboat; a
diamond. Phone
8819.

Come By 505 Main
or Call 753-1222

ADAMS HARD s
points. Also regu
to fit most plows
points, cultivator
sweeps. Vinson Tr
4892.

Also . . .
Fire - Church - Mobile Home
Life - Health

High Profit Jump Nets
Executive Irritation

ACROSS
3 Sum up
4 Made amends
Sandarac tree
for
Cease
5 Barracudas
Pigpen
6 Symbol for
Take one's
tellurium
part
7 Worthless
13 French for
leaving
-lather"
8 Fuel
14 Chinese
9 Steadfast
pagoda
10 Caudal
15 Oar
append'Sge
37 Symbol for
r Ivy university
tantalum
16 Rented
18 Be ill
20 Ocean
19 Soaks
22 Cooled lava
21 Article of
50 Man's
36 Knock
23 Grate
ftendtge
nickname
24 Mohammedan 5B. Scholar
23 Let go
41 Longs for
51 Den
chieftain
27 Man's
Want
Physician
43
52
nickname
25 Chinese mile
(cella;)
56 Devoured
28 Faulty
26 Obscure
Swiss river
Latin
45
58
,
29 Goal
30 Deceived
59 Falsehood
con unction
31 Shade tree
Learning
32
47
60
Crafty
Not of scale
34 Spanish
49 Cuts of meat
63 Preposition
33 Repair
for "yes"
35 Weight of India
7 0 '`:::::79 -10 I i
4 `,.::::75 6
1
2 3
37 Prefix . wrong
39 Faroe Islands
... • •s.
its;:i•Z
II 1
• '14
whirlwind
••'
40 lift with lever
•
16
15
42 Parent
(colloo )
44 Strict
20
, 21 22
, /-:•:: ::::::'"
46 Printer's
.1
measure
27
76 ''
23 *24 75
414 Desecrated
,
. I.,• A
50 Unadorned
4:-. •-•.*
79
30
78
..
.
,
31 37 33
53 Female student
of
54 •Organ
• f.15
38 .• - 39
36 ''•'. 37
'34
43eaiing
: :•:.,
',
55 Babylonian
....
-,
44
43
4 ;.Z
.
47'
40
43
deity
.
I57 Standards of
:.•.
49
..I.:. 48
46...47 .
:'
perfection
'..'.%
.%.•
•
6I Metal
52 't,'•'.."53
51
50
62 Short packet
64 Metal fastener 54
:i.:•:75-5 SO, ,;::`"737
50 fr-i 60.
65 Bitter vetch

1
5
9
12

NANCY

Dr. Jules Hrcourt, professor
of business education, served
with Panzera as co-chairman of
The steering committee. Other.
steering committee members
were:
Dr. Robert Fox, associate
professor of educational services; Dr. Guy Battle, chairman of the English department;
Robert L. Hendon, associate
professor of agriculture; and
John C. Winter, associate
professor of music.
Vice-presidents and deans
served as non-voting resource
members of the steering
committee.
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services produced, was considerably smaller.
Dr. Albert H. Cox Jr., a former Nixon administration economists and now executive vice
president of Lionel D. Edie &
Co., as well as senior adviser
economic to Merrill Lynch,
would like to see the Phase II
base period changed.
If it were pushed back to include 1966 and 1967, he observes, it would then permit
corporations to use two more
rewarding years as the base for
measuring permissable profit
margins.
Although some industries,
such as airlines and aircraft
products, have a long way to go
before reaching their profit
margin liinit. others, such as
pharmaceutiFals and furniture
are already pressing against
the lid.
There is expected to be rising
pressure, therefore, for a revision of price limitations this
sprint And. you may be certain
there will be a heated rfrbuttat
from critics who clairt profits
already are too high. '

PIANO TUNING. Registered
Craftsman P.T.G. Phone Jerry
Cain(collect) Paducah 5544636.
December 12C

Medical authorities ..ay
some persons use alcoholic
beverages for their own sake,'
for the anesthetizitig effect it
has on the MIMI and the hotly.

GARAGE SAL
Street, all
November 27,
formation phone

WILL BABY-SIT with one child .
in my home, days. Phone 7538531.
N29C
YOUNG'S SEPTIC Tank Service.
We clean septic tanks, grease
traps, all kinds of waste
disposals. Phone Mayfield 247December21C
7048.

NEW AND used
and 6', lift t ;
Vinson Tractor C

CA

g

Abou

STONE'S RESIDENTIAL
Heating-Air Conditioning. 24 ,
hours service. Phone 4362376.
N3OP

Alumina

I 25'

GENERAL HOME repairing and
inside painting. Reasonable.
Free estimate. Phone 4355173.
D1C

The Ledg
103 N
Murr
Phone

WILL KEEP small infant, age 3
to 7 months in my home, Monday
through Friday, from 8:00 a.m..
till 4:00 p.m. Have experience
and references. If interested
phone 753-7694.
N28C
NOW IN Murray. Seamless
guttering at a reasonable price.
Phone 753-8407 or 753-8997 for free
estimates. Financing
available.
N30C

Cattle Future
To Be Subject Candle Making
Of Conference Featured At
Empire Farm

By Wendell P. Butler
Commissioner of Agriculture
Kentucky's future as a cattle
feeding state will be the central
theme of the beef cattle conference to be held in conjunction
with the 1973 Louisville Steer
Show.
The conference will be held at
the Bourbon Stockyards, the
site of this year's Louisville
Steer Show. Although the
conference them, "Kentucky-A
Cattle Feeding State?", is of
primary interest to feeders, the
meeting is open to all cattlemen.
Along with holding the 1973
show
at
the
Bourbon
Stockyards, the Committee has
also announced that only one
division .will be offered. In the
past, separate divisions have
been held for youth and adult
exhibitors. Also, previous shows
have been held at the Kentucky
Fair & Exposition Center.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture provides some
812,000 to the Louisville • Steer
Show for premiums and
promotion. A
committee
comprised of representatives of
beef cattle
associations,
producers, packers,
stockyards: the University of
Kentucky and the Division' of
Vocational
Agricultural
Education manages the show.
A good number of requests of
catalogues and entry forfns
have been received, leading us
to believe that the 1973 show will
be the largest yet. Catalogues
and entry forms are available
from the Department of
Agriculture's Division of Shows
& Fairs, Plaza Tower,.Frankfort, '

NOW IN Murr
guttering at a re
Phone 753-8407 or
estimates. Financ
available.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC

A special holiday season
feature at Empire Farm in
Land Between the Lakes will be
the age-old art of candle dipping. Classroom groups, Scouts,
4-H Clubs, and other youth
organizations are invited to
make reservations for participating in the actual candle
making activities that will run
from Thanksgiving through
December 20.
TVA employees will be at
Empire Farm through most of
the holiday season to assist
youngsters in the candle dipping and to discuss the various
sources of light used through
the past few centuries. The
candles, which require about
one hour to complete, will be
hand dipped by the young
people in much the same
manner as did their pioneer
ancestors. The program should
be of particular interest to
social studies teachers and
adaptable to all curriculum
areas,
Empire Farm is open from
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Wednesday
through
Sunday.
Reservations will be required
for all youth groups interested
in partirtpating in the candle
dipping aotiVities. Participants
are invited to bring a picnic
lunch and spend the day in the
tnvironmental
Education
Center (EEC). There
are
several hiking trails in the EEC
and Canada geese and: bald
eagles are already showing up
along the Lake Barkley
shoreline near the farm.
The candle making-program
will be open 4o the public on
Sunday.
December
10.
Everyone is invited to come and
make their favorite red or green
holiday candle. No reservations
are required for the December
10 activities.
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Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR RENT

OM@

ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
points. Also regular plow points,
to fit most plows. Chisel plow
points, cultivator shovels and
sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.
ITC

G. Registered
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ducah 554December12C
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0:

C Tank Service.
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Another View°

641 PET SHOP. Specials on fish
tanks, supplies, fish and birds,
toy Poodle puppies and Cockers.
-Phone 763-1862.er ft3.
9457.
December23C

river

E on septic tank
ne 753-7850. TFC

i.

FOR SALE

HURRY TO Bill's Mobile Homes. LARGE FURNISHED efficiency
12•x60', three bedroom, new 1972. apartment, electric heat and air
One only at $4,495.00. A lot full of conditioned, large closets and
other selections, Also used 8' and storage. Private entrance. 1606
10'. Bill's Mobile Homes, 3900 West Main Street.-- -•
N28C
South
Beltline
Highway,
NEW AND used tractor tires. Paducah,Kentucky,
TWO BEDROOM house, on
1-443Tractor flats repaired. Speedy 6150.
N25C school and mail route. Prefer
service. Vinson Tractor Co ,
mature couple. Phone 753phone 753-4892.
1TC ADORABLE AKC
N28C
registered 4596.
black toy Poodles, male and
COCKER SPANIEL puppy, AKC female at reduced
price. Phone NEWLY DECORATED modern
registered, blonde male, shots, 753-7941 or
753-5496.
N25C two bedroom house, large living
$50.00. Phone 753-5605.
N28P
room, kitchen-dining space with
plenty cabinets, outlet for
CHRISTMAS
TREES; flocked,
THREE HANDMADE quilts,
painted, etc. Birdsong Shop, automatic washer-dryer, central
$25.00 each. Styles: two dutch
behind Mo-Go Service Station, oil heat, 2 car garage with
girls; sailboat; and light star
641 North, one mile from city workshop and large utility
diamond. Phone ( Benton) 527building. Available now. Family
limits.
N25P
8819.
N28NC
only. Phone 489-2405.
D1C

ance

NOW IN Murray. Seamless
guttering at a reasonable price.
Phone 753-8407 or 753-8997 for free
estimates. Financing
available.
N30C

JUST IN time for Christmas!
Cuddly Apricot Toy Poodles, AKC Registered, 6 weeks old. 1
male,2females. Special Reduced
price. Phone 753-6690.
N3OP

ONE-2 bedroom trailer and one-3
bedroom trailer, both 10' wide.
Couples only. Phone 753-3032 or
753-2851.
N28C

BEDROOM SUITE, electric
stove, apartment size. Table and
four chairs. See Carl Todd, 205
Ash Street.
N27P

TWO BEDROOM house, electric
heat, wired for washer and dryer.
Couple preferred, will accept
small baby. No pets. Available
December 1. 1306 Sycamore.
Phone 753-2478.
ITC

ELECTRIC UTILITY pole, both
110 and 220 current. Cheap. Also TWO BEDROOM furnished
GARAGE SALE, 505 Beale 1961 Chevrolet pickup truck, has trailer, air conditioned.One mile
Street, all day
Monday, 1967 motor, air conditioner. In tip from Murray. $85.00 per month.
November 27, 197?.. For in- top shape. Don't need. Phone•Garbage pick up and water
formation phone 753-6388.
lit Baxter Bilbrey 753-1257.
N27C furnished. Phone Cadiz 5226332.
N27C
NEW AND used cutters, 4', 5', LARGE TWO door Wizard ONE BEDROOM furnished
and 6', lift type or pull type. refrigerator with freezing unit at apartment, no children, no pets.
Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. 1TC bottom, $60.00. Baty car bed, $80.00 per month. Phone 753$5.00. Large elecM"light -for 4759.
N27C
outside, $12.50., Service pole for
trailer, 550.00.'01d wooden tool APARTMENT, FOUR rooms,
box,$5.00. Phone 753-1566. N27C furnished. Reasonable rent.
$75.00. Gas heat, nicely furAbout Our
PAIR OF Beagle pups, ready to nished. Phone 753-2891 after 5:30
N25C
Aluminum Plates train. Also 19" RCA portable p.m.
television with stand. Phone 4354981.
N27NC DUPLEX, unfurnished, two
each
bedrooms. Within two blocks of
WHITE FUR coat, size 4. Like University. Electric heat and
new. Phone 753-2868.
N27NC carpeting. $92.50 per month.
The Ledger & Times
Phone 753-5421 after 5:00 p.m.
N25C
FOR RENT
103 N. 4th Street

CALL

25‘

Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-1916
LONG BROWN Coat with fur
collar, 115.00. Also 1966 Pontiac
LeMans two door hardtop, V8
automatic with power steering
and AM-FM radio. 9600.00. Phone
753-8780 after 5'00 p.m.
N25C
AM-FM Multiplex stereo with
turntable and 2 Pioneer speakers,
$175.00. Phone 753-8455.
N25C
TWO UNI-LUG mag wheels with
tires, wheel size 15x81•2 and 2
Crager mag wheels, size 14x6:
Also General Electric chord
organ with bench. Phone 7536614.
N25NC
VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
Bank financing on spot. Bill's
Mobile
Homes, 3900 South
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky.,
443-6150.
N25C

753-1916

•4llo•••••••••••••••••••••

FOR SALE

•

Call

ONE BEDROOM house, 1616
TWO BEDROOM Mobile home,
Farmer Ave. All electric.
in a quiet place. Rent can be
Available now. Phone 753worked out ae-carpenters helper,
3202.
N27C
full or part time. Call 7534770.
N25C
TWO BEDROOM apartment,
furnished, electric heat. One-2 TWO BEDROOM, 1'1 bath
room office space. Available trailer, central heat and air.
N27C
December 1. Phone R.W. Phone 753-2744.
Churchi11153-2736 or 7538395.
N27C REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
ANTIQUE BRICK two level
PARTIALLY FURNISHED three home, walkout basement, four
bedroom
brick.
Available bedrooms, two baths, large
December 1. Couples preferred. family room, garage, paved
$145.00 per month. 1669 Lyons drive, trees and shrubs.
Ave. Phone 436-5870.
N27C Available February. Phone 7538731.
N25C

I

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE

NEWLY DECORATED two
bedroom air conditioned house,
at 600 Broad Street. Under
$8,000.00. Phone 753-6418 after
4139p.m.
N25C

3 miles from Court Square
Has den, living room, kitchen
dining room, and utility room.
Electric heat,storm doors an THREE BEDROOM brick house,
storage, space for washer and
windows.
dryer. Phone 436-5580.
N30C
Available December 1.

Phone 435-4852 between
4:00 and 6:00 p.m.

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

NOTICE

* New Location *

/

Bill's Mobile Home Repair

/a/i4eflo

/r

Hwy. 641 North
Alma, Ky.
Phone 753-0880
For: AWNINGS • UNDERPENNING
• HURRICANE STRAPS • PLUMBING
• PARTS • COLEMAN, DUO-THERM
& INTERTHERM FURNACES PARTS

Trn Reg1J
0 1972 to,

P., 011 -km rsims newel
Fe•Nr• 5,4.0, 104

11-25

NEEDED ONE salesman to work
Murray area. Company car
furnished for business and
pleasure. Group hospital and life
insurance, retirement paid 100
per cent by company. $8,000 to
$12,000 first year potential. Must's.'
have previous sales experience
or sales aptitudeinterviews will14;
,
be held any day after 5:00 p.m. or
•.n Saturday if necessary. Call
Orkin in Paducah 442-8251 collect
for appointment.
TECI

Your Complete Mobile Home
Parts and Service Center

ST:0

.G11.

WANTED MAN to work in
vice station. Experienced. 25 to 30'i
years old, married. Steady job.1'
;
Apply in person to Scottie
Standard. East Main Street. NI25P

•

"A THOMAS EAGLETON rocz SOME HI
OR OTHER. POE THAT RINIG A SELL,
ABERNATHY?"
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

SALESLADY WANTED. Retail
store, permanent position. Send
resume to P.O. Box 32-Q,
Murray, Ky.
N28C

TRIANGLE INN'S

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

* New Low Price Policy *_

MUSIC

10 A.M. thru 2 P.M. - Mon. thru

OUT OF CITY
SPACIOUS ROOMS - Can be two or three bedroom, living
room, kitchen, dining room, utility, carport and garage,
carpeted,one acre lot with garden space
Under $12,000.

Music Lessons

I MEAT and 3 VEGETABLES

Professional teachers of
Piano, organ, voice, guitar
accordion, drums and band
instruments J & B Music
Center, Murray, Ky. 753
7575

'115

FIVE BEDROOMS,two kitchens, two fireplaces, built-ins
in kitchen, family room.

6 Meat Items and 8 Vegetables To Choose From
VEGETABLE PLATE
CHILD'S PLATE

FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, family room, carpeted,
just outside of city.

69'

THREE IfirD0011141Sbarpeted, two acre lot.

r

IN THE CITY
BRICK - two bedrooms, large kitchen, city schools.

Miss Your Paper

INCOME PROPERTY - Three bedrooms, utility room
includes shower, also has a detached building used as an
apartment, price includes furniture in apartment, lot 365
feet deep - near university.
FOUR BE3tiall46.• Qr university - two fireplaces.

See why more people buy
Wurlitzer than any other
piano
Sales-Service Rental
purchase Practice piano and
studios .158 Music Center
Murray, Ky 753-7575

100,000ioiciocogii00000000000,

If You
Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First

Remember
Tuesday,

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
After 5:30 p.m. and
Until 6:30 p.m.

FARMS
160 ACRES, THREE BEDROOM FRAME, year round
water.
20 ACRES,nice building site, price includes mobile home.
YOU HAVE PROPERTY - WE HAVE BUYERS FOR
I. Three bedrooms, l baths, Lynn Grove School district.
2. Three bedrooms, I baths,central heat and air.
3. Three bedrooms, 1'2 baths, in Circarama.
4. We are having daily calls for farm property - all sizes
We would like to be of service to you. Give us a call.

with any fill-up
of Chevron Gasoline
EVERY TUESDAY

ASTRO CAR WASH
NOTICE

FULL SERVICE OFFICE
First, we list and sell your property.
Secondly, we locate other property for you.
Third, we assist you with your financial obligations.
Fourth, we issue mortgage protection to cover your loan.
Fifth, we insure your property... homeowners, liability,
fire.
Finally, we auction your excess personal property.
WHERE CAN YOU FIND 'THIS ONE STOP SERVICE FOR
PROPERTY? Only at

1963 GMC pickup, 283 V8. Goc
ic condition. Has new. brak
$350.00. Phone 753-8124. lN29N
1963 OLDSMOBILE in good •
condition. Need to sell. Phone
Puryear, Tenn., 247-3327 or 247- :
5487. • N30C.
•
- SERVICES OFFERED 1

FREE WASH

753-7278

,j

COLLECTOR'S
CORNER,
Christmas Hour, 10:00 a.m.-5:00
AUTOS FOR SALE
put. Tuesday through Saturday,
1:00-5:00 Sunday. Closed Mon- 1968 FORD truck with dump bed, ),
day.
Antique
furniture, grain bed plus cattle racks. Low
depression glass, candles, mileage, excellent condition. 1967.:
baskets, occupied Japan. Next to Olds LS. Excellent condition:
fair grounds. Phone 753Phone 753-8090 after 5:00 p.m.
0391.
N27C N28C

If No Results:
Phone

FOUR BEDROOMS, two baths, on one level, THREE
BEDROOMS, ONE BATH ON OTHER LEVEL, NEAR
UNIVERSITY.

Li

Pianos -Organs

49'

"Gourmet Food at Piggy Bank Prices"
U.S. 641 at S camore
Phone 753-4953

THREE BEDROOMS,living room, dining room, kitchen,
carpeted
Under $7,000.

LADIES WANTED to' Aather
information for new city directory by house to house canvas. $1.60 per hour guaranteed. Reply `•
giving name, age, address and
tetephine nwiiber to P.O. Box 32-"'
Deceinber4C
U.Murray.,K.

It is necessary for the Water System to flush the fire
hydrants Saturday night, November 25th. The flushing
will begin about 10:00 p.m., and will be completed during
the night. If there is any discoloration in your water when
first turned on Sunday morning, flush well before using.
We are sorry for any inconvenience, but it is required that
we do this twice a year.

11 HORNBUCKI.E'S
BARBER,
Shop, 209 Walnut. Haircut $1.25..
9.00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. weekdays,
Saturday 9:00-6:00 p.m. Sunday
morning by appointment. Shoe
Shines by Rube Young, 25 cen
pair, boots 50 cents pair. N25NC 1
,I

NEED HELP with your
Holiday Sewing?
Blazers A Specialty
Phone 753-2353

BY OWNER; three bedroom
Murray Water & Sewer System
house at 416 South 8th Street.
ONE FEMALE wire haired
Wall to wall carpet, lots of
FOR THE finest FM sterect
MURRAY HOME & Auto Store As of November 17, 1972, r will reception,
terrier, one female Weimaraner,
cabinets, 1'2 baths, plenty of
subscribe
t
THREE
NEW
bedroom
brick closets, carport, porch and
will be open every night until 8:00 not be responsible for any other Cablevision. 10 static free F
three tiny white Poodles. All AKC
p.m.
beginning
Friday, debts other than my own.
registered. Very nice, Phone 753- apartment, carpet, central heat utility. See H.B. Turner or phone
stations are available for your
December
until
N25P listening pleasure. Call Murray
I,
Christmas
and Ted Barnett.
6488.
N25C and air, range, disposal, washer 753-6426 or 753-6753.
N27P
202
So.
4th
and dryer hook up, large lot.
Phone 753-3263
open on Sunday from 1:00-6:00 NOW IN
Di4e
Murray. Seamless Cablevision 753-5005.
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
TFC HOUSE-2 ACRES, 21 2 miles
p.m.
N28C guttering at a reasonable price.
FIBERGLASS
PANELS, $150.00. Phone 753-7550.
national brand, factory seconds,
south of Murray, recently
Phone 753-8407 or 753-8997 for free PIANO TUNING-RepairFURNISHED APARTMENTS,
for patios, carports, storage
remodeled, paneling and carpet.
rebuilding. Prompt expert
estimates.
Financing
living room, kitchen, bathroom
houses, fences, trailer skirting.
Priced to sell.
Home
Phone
available,
N30C vice. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
INVITATION TO BID
with shower and bath. One or two
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer.:
As low as 8 cents per square bedrooms.
Sales
The
Calloway
Zimmerman Apart- House-4 acres, 1 miles East of
Personnel:.
County
Board
of
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Murray, Kentucky: Phone 753foot. Three colors number one
FOUND
St
LOST
barn
brick,
bedroom
Murray,
3
Education
is asking for bids on
ments, South 16th Street, 753paneling, $2.85 per sheet. New
Deceinber28C
Loretta lobs 753-6079
one hundred 1100) band uniforms. LOST BLACK Calf, weighing 8911.
Decemberl4C with fenced area, strawberry
6609.
and used money safes, from
patch.
Specifications are on file in the about 350 pounds, about 5 miles
Bill Adams 753-5657
$40.00 to $100.00 each. Plexiglass a.
3 bedroom brick, barn with
Board's office and interested east on Highway 94. Phone Leroy ,MALL WORLDELECTRONICS
for storm doors and windows and
307 N. 4111 7534491
fenced area, strawberry patch.
bidders may obtain a copy there. Todd 753-9198 or 753-8943.
Don Nanny 753-9911
RENT
FOR
N3OP
combine cabs, 50 cents per
RADIO, TELEVISION,
Modern Office Space-524
All bids must be in the Board's
Lynn Grove home, 3 bedroom
SMALL APPLIANCE
square foot. Ross & Tuck Salvage
brick, bedrooms and living room
sq. ft.-first floor, central
Office, 200 South 6th Street, on or 10 STATIC free FM stereo radio
SALES & SERVICE
& Merchandise, open 6 days a
carpeted. $21,200.
heating, air, utilities
before 12:00 Noon, December 4. stations that can be found by SPECIALIZING IN CB S CAR
BUY
RADIO
REPAIR
TO
WANT
week. Phone 901-587-2420. N25C
CARD OF THANKS
furnished, parking space.
1972.
58 acre farm, southwest of
installing an FM outlet to your
If interested contact
Dexter, good bottom land.
The Calloway County Board of existing cablevision installation.
We wish to express our deep WANT TO BUY trailer type disc
A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
Western
$10,000.
Dark
Fired
Education reserves the right to Call Murray Cablevision, 753- JOHN'S REPAIR Service'.
appreciation
thanks
our
to
and
Plumbing-electrical-roofing anc%
plow, in good condition. Phone reject any or all bids.
Lustre Americal-favorite carpet
Tobacco
Growers
Nice 3 bedroom brick on
N29C 5005.
D14C carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
many friends and relatives for 492-8784.
N28P
shampoo. Big K, Belaire ShopAssociation, Tobacco,
Catalina Drive, kitchen-family
the kind expressions of sympathy
753-7625 nights.
ping Center.
TFG
N25C
Building, 206-208 Maplo
room combination, living room
and kindness shown us during the
wesen
Street, Murray. Kentucky.
carpeted. $19,000.
illness and death of our mother
GUTTERS-SEARS
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking:
all
Tels. 753-3341-3342.
Call: John Randolph Realty di
WANT TO BUY good used
Mrs, Lillie Mae Pierce. A special
aluminum seamless gutters
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Auction Co., 753-8382, Keith
trombone. No student models.
tIonks to Rev. John Jones and
installed on your home by our
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138;
N27P
Phone 753-7276.
TWO BEDROOM furnished or Hayes 4894488, Joretta RanRev. Terry Sills, the singers,
factory on wheels, Phone Larry
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
MI:
unfurnished apartment, central dolph.753-8382.
N27C staff of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
heat and air. Good location.
KELLY'S TEii MITE and Po*
estimate.
THREE BEDROOM brick home Home, nurses Lot the hospital and WANT TO BUY old furniture,
D14C Available October 1. Phone
753Contri(1,
phone 753-3914. 100'Seutii
and
for
donors
the
food
of
at 1614 Belmont Drive with 1'2
attic junk, or anything of value.
TFC
13th Street. ''Es eri day
MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', two 4331.
baths, patio, den and outside flowers.
December28('
Phone 436-2135.
ielay lets bugs have their
bedrooms, air conditioned, FURNISHED APARTMENT, storage. Phone 753-5287.
May God's richest blessings
N29C
way."
carpeted throughout. Located in three rooms, with screened in
TF:4:
rest upon each of you.
Murray. Phone Owensboro, Ky., porch and utility closet. Phone 'BY OWNER; four bedroom' The Children,
ITC
ire
Song.f
PEST CONTROL
GENERAL HOUSE wiring.
684-0230 after 5:00 p.m.
N25C 753-6524. Available December
,home, with large den, large
Entertainm
'
Installation or rework. No job too
ent..
1.
Itik°
private patio, large utility rem,
FOR SALE OR RENT
AVERAGE HOME sprayed for
big or too small. Call for estimate
FINESTIN FM stereo reception.
maple cabinets, dishwasher,
$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
November 27P'
436-2159, Jim.
10 static free FM stations are THREE BEDROOM brick house, garbage disposal. Close to Carter
•
available for your listening electric 'heat, fireplace,.double and Middle Schools. Priced to 12'x60' ALL ELECTRIC trailei ruonthly contract required.
pleasure. For more information carport. On Kentucky Lake, near sell. Bank loan available to right on 12 acre private lot. Shown by Superior. Exterminating ComSEPTIC -TANK cleaning,. bark
pany, phone 753call Murray Cablevision 753All Seats 75'
ROSSANO 81A/11 PALK TRIPP
New Concord. Phone 436person. Phone 753-1822 days, or appointment only. Phone 753hoe Work. Phone Rex Camp
7266.
December5C
5005.
Decemberl4C 2427.
N25P
4534.
N28C 753-6342 nights.
753-5933.
TFC
TFC

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE
GIVE US A CALL

u
m
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Honor Rolls...

Bombers Make Heaviest
Raids Of War This Week

25, 1972'
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